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Corporate Social Responsibility Report 

In this report, the contents disclose our sustainable indicators in economic, social, 

and environmental aspects. The report also presents Kwong Lung's efforts in social 

responsibility for stakeholders’ review. This report was prepared according to GRI 

Standards, to enable all stakeholders to have a better understanding of Kwong 

Lung's business, environmental and social strategies, as well as efforts to contribute 

to a sustainable society. 

 

Categories and Calculation References 

This report covered Kwong Lung’s global social performance, including our produc-

tion bases in Taiwan, China, and Vietnam from January 1, 2019, to December 31, 

2019. If any content deviates from this scope, a note is provided. In this report, the 

financial statements were calculated in New Taiwan Dollars and confirmed by 

Deloitte & Touche. 

 

Principles and Guidelines 

The Report was constructed under GRI Guidelines published by the Global Re-

porting Initiative (GRI). The standard discloses our company's sustainability issues, 

strategies, goals, and measures. The Report has also been published on Kwong 

Lung's website. 

Public Information 

The report has been verified by British Standards Institution (BSI) and qualified at 

the moderate-level assurance according to Type 1 assurance of the AA1000 Assur-

ance Standard. The independent assurance statement is attached to the appendix. 

For the verification lists, please refer to the declaration. 

 

Publication date 

Kwong Lung continues to publish our Corporate Social Responsibility Report every 

year, and it is released on Kwong Lung’s website.  

Current version: Released in June 2020  

Next release: Scheduled for release on June 2021  

Previous release: Released in June 2019 

 

Contact Us 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. Contact information 

is as follows, or visit Kwong Lung’s website. We look forward to talking to you soon. 

Kwong Lung Enterprise Co., Ltd.  

Address ： 16F., No. 105, Sec. 2, Dunhua S. Rd., Da’an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan 

(R.O.C.)  

Telephone ：+886-2-2709-2550  

Fax ：+886-2-2709-2555  

Email ： kl.888@klf-group.com  

Website ： www.klf-group.com 
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Report to Stakeholders 

 

Dear friends and other stakeholders, 

 

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic swept the world, making it a difficult year full of 

changes for the global community. Though also affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, 

Kwong Lung Enterprise continues to review and adjust the allocation of resources, with 

the goal of resuming normal business operations. 

In the face of the high business risks brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, Kwong 

Lung Enterprise has strengthened various risk control and management in order to 

achieve steady development and growth. With unwavering resolutions and efforts, we 

continued to be recognized as the top 5% enterprise in the 7th Corporate Governance 

Evaluation in 2020 and won the honor of the Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards 

(TCSA) for the first time. 

 Based on the concept of R&D and innovation, Kwong Lung Enterprise has achieved 

great results in new products, new technologies, and process improvements in recent 

years. In terms of environmental protection, the reuse rate of recycled water in 2020 

continues to reach the goal of more than 50% per year. In terms of social welfare, 

Kuanglong not only shows unwavering resolution in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic 

but also cooperates with the food bank to increase the number of meal boxes and ac-

company reading funds for young children living in rural areas. In addition, we also estab-

lished libraries in 4 primary and secondary schools in Central Vietnam so that the chil-

dren not only have books to read but also have a chance to explore the treasure of 

knowledge on their own. 

On the goal and path of sustainable management, Kwong Lung Enterprise will con-

tinue to cultivate and advance, and strengthen the resilience of the organization itself. In 

terms of economy, environment, and society, we will fulfill our corporate social responsi-

bility and enhance the sustainable competitiveness of Kwong Lung Enterprise. 

董事長 

暨 執行長 
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Corporate Social Responsibility Commitment 

Facing intensifying environmental changes, Kwong Lung is committed to protect our envi-

ronment. Kwong Lung goals for the future include:  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Kong Lung’s Corporate Social Policies and Regulations 

To ensure the implementation of corporate social responsibility policies, Kwong Lung 

strengthened the Company's operating system. Kwong Lung established the 'Corporate Social 

Responsibility Principles' as a basis for its operation and environmental protection. 

Sustainable Development Goals of United Nations 

On September 25, 2015, world leaders gathered at the United Nations headquarters in New 

York to hold the 'United Nations Sustainable Development' conference. To pick up where the Mil-

lennium Development Goals (MDGs) left off, and 'Transforming Our World: 2030 Agenda for Sus-

tainable Development' was adopted. This agenda raised the issues faced by all countries and set 

17 sustainable development goals and 169 tracking indicators based on the active practice of 

equality and human rights as the guiding principles for cross-country cooperation among mem-

ber countries in the next 15 years (before 2030). Kwong Lung as multinational company with fac-

tories overseas we have a responsibility to actively participate in the sustainable development 

goals. 

Kwong Lung looks forward to bringing more happiness to people, creating a better environ-

ment, less burden to our society, and leaving a sustainable living environment for future genera-

tions. 

 For the more related information, please refer to UN Sustainable Development Goals: https://

www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/zh/ 

Building a stable management system. 

Fulfilling our corporate responsibilities and obligations, and 

building a friendly working environment. 

Providing educational training to enhance employees’ self-

worth. 

 

 

 

    Legal business, ethics and maintain proper corporate management. 

    Human rights, right to work, establish good labor relations and provide employees 

with safe working conditions. 

    Implement environmental protections. 

 

 

 

Promote the concept of corporate social responsibility and give back to our com-

munities. 

  Continuous innovation, manage operational risks to enhance efficiency.  
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1. About Kwong Lung 

1.1 Introduction 

Kwong Lung Enterprise Co., Ltd. was founded in 1966. It has 

been the only down company listed on Taipei Exchange since 1999. In 

addition, Kwong Lung has factories in Kun-Shan City, Jiangsu Province, 

Mainland China and Vietnam, specializing in down, bedding, and ap-

parel-related products and sports functional jackets, to satisfy the 

global market demand with "world quality, globally allocated." Kwong 

Lung has one of the largest refined-down factories in the world. The 

consolidated revenue for 2020 was NT$8,498,697 and the company 

currently has 5,267 employees worldwide. 

Branch Offices 

2014 Established Kwong Lung (Korea) branch office 

Won the 'Potential Backbone Enterprise by the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs" and "CommonWealth Enterprise Rookie Award'  

2015 DOWNGOODS Co., Ltd. founded by Kwong Lung Japan Co., Ltd.  

Received Grade A in the 12th Listed Company Information Disclosure 
Evaluation. Kwong Lung ranked 327th among the Top 2000 Companies 
by CommonWealth Magazine in 2015  

Kwong Lung in Zhong-Li manufacturer obtained ISO 50001 system certi-
fication. Meko II Plant under construction and increased clothing pro-
duction lines  

Established the Ke-Li-Gou Co., Ltd  

Established the BBL Premium Co., Ltd. 

2016 Ranked in the top 20% of the 3rd TWSE Corporate Governance Assess-
ment  

Establishment of Independent Directors  

Received the honor of Accredited Healthy Workplace from the Taipei 
City government  

2017 Ranked in top 6-20% of the 4th TWSE Corporate Governance Assess-
ment 

The Meko manufacturer obtained ISO 9001 quality management sys-
tem certification 

Kwong Lung(Japan) established second manufacturers equipped with 
down processing instruments  

Established Kwong Lung (Europe) Poland Branch.  

2018 Ranked in the top 20% of the 5th TWSE Corporate Governance Assess-
ment 

Kwong Lung Group's R&D and Logistics Center officially opened  

Preferred Stock A was issued for cash capital increase 

Annual revenue exceeded NT$10 billion  

2019 President Zhan He-Po won the top 100 MVP managers. 

Ranked in the top 5% of the TWSE Corporate Governance Assessment 

According to the Taiwan Top 2000 survey conducted by Common-
Wealth Magazine, Kwong Lung Enterprise ranked 277th in the manufac-
turing industry. 

Rank 16th in the industry of the same trade with a revenue of 
NT$10.594 billion. 

2020 Recognized as the top 5% enterprise in the 7th Corporate Governance 
Evaluation 

Win the honor of the Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards (TCSA) for 
the first time. 

2020 According to the Taiwan Top 2000 survey conducted by Common-
Wealth Magazine, Kwong Lung Enterprise ranked 338th in the manufac-
turing industry. 

Rank 14th in the industry of the same trade with a revenue of NT$8.499 
billion. 

Kwong Lung’s History 

1966 Kwong Lung Enterprise Co., Ltd. was established 

1980 Standardize the quality of fine wash down 

1982 Zhong-Li manufacturer under construction 

1984 Kwong Lung (Zhong-Li) was built and production began  

1986 Automatic feather washing machine established to improve quality 
and production capacity 

1988 Kwong Lung (Vietnam) was established 

1992 New CEO Mr. Zhan Zheng-Hua 

1993 Kwong Lung (Kun-Shan) was established 

1994 Kwong Lung (Hong Kong) Enterprise Co., Ltd. was established.  

1994 Kwong Lung Down Products (Su-Zhou) Co., Ltd. was established in 
Kunshan, China 

1996 The Ministry of Finance approved the official public offering of the 
Company's shares.  

1996 Expanded the Zhong-Li II manufacturer and introducing Germany's 
latest automatic washing machine  

1996 The Meko manufacturer was established in Can Tho, Vietnam  

1997 Kwong Lung ranked 260th among the Top 1000 Companies voted 
by CommonWealth Magazine 

1999 The Philippine manufacturer was established 

2000 Kwong Lung renamed to Kwong Lung Enterprise Co., Ltd.  

2000 Expanded production line in Vietnam  

2003 Expanded production line in Kun-Shan 

2004 Established apparel production line.  

2005 Established Kwong Lung (Japan)  

2008 Increased investment in Vietnam  

2009 Established the Down Materials R&D Department.  

2011 Established Kwong Lung in Bo Hsing  

2012 The 'Original Brand Bedding Department' was renamed to 'Home-
Life Sales Department'  

2013 The person in charge of the company was changed from Mr. Zhan 
Zheng-Hua to Mr. Zhan He-Po . 

Annual revenue exceeded NT$9 billion. 

1966~1993     Factory expansion and growth 

1994~1999     Enterprise management 

2000~2013     Moving towards international market & multi-
development 

2014~Now   Corporate governance based on innovation and change  
1.1 Introduction 1.2 Corporate Social Responsibility Policy 

1.3 Operation strategy 

2. Corporate Governance 3. Stakeholder 7.Appendix 1. About Kwong Lung 
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Company Kwong Lung Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Number of

employees
6107 (worldwide)

Capital 1.48 billion New Taiwan Dollars

Establishment

date
1966/2/17

Main products Apparel、Down、Bedding

President Zhan He-Po

Headquarters

16F., No. 105, Sec. 2, Dunhua S. Rd.,

Da’an Dist., Taipei City 106, Taiwan

(R.O.C.)

Operation areas
Taiwan, Mainland China, Japan,

Korea, and Vietnam



 

 

1.2 Corporate Social Responsibility Policy 

Management policy and enforcement 

Sustainable corporate development 

2010.01.01 A “CSR office” was established. 

2011.01.13 The board of directors approved the "Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Prin-

ciples" to establish a good corporate governance and risk control mechanism. 

2014.09.30 According to the "Global Reporting Initiative G4 (GRI G4)", the "Corporate Social Re-

sponsibility Report" was prepared and issued for the first time. 

2015.03.20 The Board of Directors passed the "Guidelines for the Adoption of Codes of Ethical Con-

duct" to regulate the code of ethical conduct that relevant practitioners should follow. 

2016.12.16 The Board of Directors passed the "Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Princi-

ples" to fulfill our corporate social responsibility while also promoting economic, envi-

ronmental and social progress to achieve the goal of sustainable development. 

2019.11.18 The Board of Directors passed the "Policy on Reporting Unethical or Illegal Conduct" to 

carry out the company's code of ethical conduct and ethical corporate management. 

2020.08.07 With the approval of the board of directors, a "Corporate Social Responsibility Com-

mittee" was established to be responsible for the development of CSR policies, the en-

forcement of plans, and the report to the board of directors. 

Organization structure of corporate social responsibility 

Corporate Social Responsibility Development and Implementation  
Corporate Social Responsibility Implementation  

 

Set up a "Corporate Social Responsibility Room" 

 In order to fulfill our corporate social responsibility in an active manner, continue to main-

tain a good business constitution, and take sustainable business operation as a development 

goal, Kwong Lung Enterprise established a "Corporate Social Responsibility Room" on January 1, 

2010 and a "Corporate Social Responsibility Committee" on August 7, 2020. As a part-time unit 

that serves dual functions, the Human Resources Department is responsible for the enforcement 

of corporate social responsibility policies, systems, discussion or related management policies, 

and reports to the board of directors on CSR strategies and implementation results. 

 

Set up a “Corporate Social Responsibility Committee” 

 With "corporate governance group", "environment protection group", and "social relation 

group" serving as the subordinate groups, the corporate social responsibility committee assigned 

the independent directors as the convener to assist with the enforcement of CSR policies and tar-

get-related businesses. Issues of concerns were also communicated and discussed to all stake-

holders, including shareholders, customers, suppliers, employees, governments, non-profit or-

ganizations, communities, and the media. In 2020, a total of 1 CSR meeting has been convened. 

C S R awards  

2. Corporate Governance 3. Stakeholder 1. About Kwong Lung 
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Stockholders' 

 equity 

Employee  

benefits 

Environmental 

protection 

Social  

participation  

Communicate with stakeholders through transparent channels in a timely manner. 

Take actions to reduce the impact on the environment. 

 

 

Actively care for the disadvantaged in society and promote the sustainable and harmonious 
development of the economy and society. 

 

1.1 Introduction 1.2 Corporate Social Responsibility Policy 1.3 Operation strategy 

7. Appendix 4. Friendly Workplace 5. Social Participation 6. Environmental Sustainability 

Chairperson

Independent Director

Executive Secretary

Corporate Governance Group
Environmental Protection

Group
Social Relations Group

By communicating with

stakeholders such as investors,

customers, suppliers, and

government agencies, the

Corporate Governance Group is

able to achieve the issues

corresponding to the sustainable

business operation and keep in

touch with the stakeholders.

By taking countermeasures

such as environmental

protection, energy

consumption, water resource,

and occupational safety &

health, the Environmental

Protection Group keeps track

of the issues and reviews to

meet the expectation of

related parties.

By targeting company

employees, communities,

and non-profit

organizations, the Social

Relations Group promotes

and provides care to

employees, communities,

and disadvantaged groups.



 

 

1.3 Operation strategy 

Business Policies 

Production and Sales Strategies  

Key performance 

Continue to focus on R&D and introduce new products in a timely manner to make the 

company grow. 

 Provide customers with stable quality and service. 

Integrate resources to strengthen business performance and ensure corporate profitability 

and sustainable business operation. 

 

 

 

Nurture talents and attach importance to employee welfare and shareholder equity to cre-
ate shared value. 

 

Awards Overview 

 Establish a variety of production and sales systems for small batch orders. 

Integrate information to cope with seasonal and regional price differences. 

 

 

 Ranked the top 5% enterprise in the 7th Corporate Governance Evaluation. 

Win the Taiwan Enterprise Sustainability Award (TCSA) for the first time 
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Certificate Zhongli Factory Mekong Factory Kunshan Factory Meko 2nd Factory Bohsing Factory Toptex Factory

Bluedesign Certificate ▓ ▓ ▓

Responsible Down Standard (RDS) ▓ ▓ ▓

Down Pass Certificate ▓ ▓ ▓

Oeko-Tex Certificate ▓ ▓

GRS Certificate ▓

J-TAS Certificate ▓ ▓ ▓

IDFB QC Inspection Lab Certificate ▓

EDFA QC Inspection Lab Certificate ▓

ISO 14001 ▓ ▓ ▓

ISO 50001 ▓

ISO 9001 ▓ ▓ ▓ ▓ ▓

ISO 45001 ▓

Higg vFEM/FEM Certificate ▓ ▓ ▓

WRAP ▓

Green building label ▓

Public Security Bureau of Can Tho

City, Vietnam-Public Order Award
▓

Vietnam National Security Certificate ▓

Econoomic Aspect

Top 5% of the companies in the 7th Corporate Governance Evaluation.

Blended gross profit margin increased from 14% to 14.7%.

Consolidated inventory funds for down dropped from NT$2.37 billion at the beginning of the period to NT$1.71 billion, a decrease of

28%, and NT$660 million was recovered.

Consolidated revenue made a total of NT$8.49 billion.

According to Taiwan Top 2000 Survey conducted by the CommonWealth Magazine (based on the operating income in 2020), the

company:

• Ranked 14th in textile and garment industry

• Ranked 475 in net operating profit after tax (NOPAT)

Had an earnings per share (EPS) of NT$2.28

Won the TSCA Taiwan Corporate Sustainability Awards

A. Thermobrid®Altra: The heat preservation down series with close-to-colorless processing make the selection of cloth surface even

more diversified.

B. Feather keratin conditioner: The keratin extracted from feathers contains amino acids that are essential to the hair, which is a

key ingredient we used to develop a conditioner with moisturizing and repairing effects.

C. Feather keratin hydrolysate: the amino acids in the keratin extracted from feathers are used to induce hair color change and

develop a non-dye type hair dye.

D. A new generation of antibacterial and deodorizing down.

E. Feather keratin-based liquid fertilizer: made from dissolving feathers, the liquid fertilizer is rich in elements that are essential to

plants such as nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, making vegetable leaves grow well in the short run.

F. Eco-friendly resin cotton series: made from recycled chemical fiber.

G. Eco-friendly down-like series: lightweight, washable, and easily-dispersible downlike-like products.

H.Eco-friendly resin cotton series: resin cotton products with high added value such as adjustability for customization, adoption of

eco-friendly materials, heat preservation, and lightwightness.

A. Instant cleanliness detection: An instant detection system for down cleaning is developed to ensure the cleanliness of down

production and make the production process more eco-friendly, energy-saving, and intelligent.

B. Feather protein content detection: test the protein content in feather keratin extract.

C. New design: functional 3D multi-pocket vest; jacket & trousers with ultra-warm far-infrared middle-layer film and 3-layer cloth

design.

Environmental Aspect

The utilization rate of recycled water is maintained at over 50% annually.

In September 2020, the existing flue boiler using oil was replaced by a once-through boiler using natural gas, decreasing the

thermal energy density by 86.6% compared with the same period last year.

In 2020, the total carbon emissions were reduced by 86.7%.

In 2020, the weight of recycled waste was reduced by 28.18%.

Social Aspect

In 2020, the number of newly-recruited employees was 1,418.

At the end of 2020, the total number of employees was 5,267.

The industry-academia collaboration conducted 2 campus lectures and 2 corporate visits.

In 2020, 28 person-times were devoted to the volunteer day, making a total of 48 hours.

In 2020, the total investment in social welfare was NTD 5,495,973.



 

 

Key performance 

Response to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
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SDGs 對應章節 2020 Summary Plan

3.4  reduce mortality rate of non-communicable diseases by one third before 2030
4.4 Work safety

￭ In 2020, a total of 5,386 employees (person-times) in Taiwan and Vietnam have participated in health

checkups and health seminars.

￭ 2 fire drills are held annually

§ Arranging health examinations

§ Fire protection plan made, and establishing fire protection

team training

 


5.1 Eliminate all forms of discrimination 4.2 Employee Benefits ￭ No discrimination occurred

§ Create a friendly workplace and eliminate sexual

harassment

§ Formulate "Sexual Harassment Prevention system"

§ Implement systems to protect labor rights

6.3 Improve water quality, reduce pollution, and reduce the release of toxic chemicals & hazardous materials by 2030

6.4

The efficiency of water will be significantly increased to ensure the sustainable supply and recovery of freshwater

to solve the problem of water famine, and the number of people suffering from water projects will be significantly

reduced.

7.2
The share of renewable energy in the world will be greatly increased.

7.3 Double the global energy efficiency

8.5
Achieve full employment so that all men and women have a  job, including young people and people with

disabilities, and achieve equal pay for equal work.

8.6 The number of unemployed young people will be greatly reduced.

8.7 Prohibit and eliminate the worst forms of child labor and eliminate oppressed work by 2025

8.8
Protect the rights and interests of workers and promote the working environment's safety, including migrant

workers, especially women

9.4 Innovation and R&D. 1.1 Introduction

￭New Products:

A.Thermobrid®Altra B. Feather keratin conditioner C. Feather keratin hydrolysate D.A new generation of

antibacterial and deodorizing down E. Feather keratin-based liquid fertilizer F. Eco-friendly resin cotton series

G.Eco-friendly down-like series H.Eco-friendly resin cotton series

￭New Technologies:

A. Instant cleanliness detection B. Feather protein content detection C. New design

￭ Process improvement and evolution

A. Global Mark Center database construction;

B. By using the automated film guide technology to increase the utilization rate of the factory, the production

efficiency can be greatly increased.

C. Development of sewing jigs & fixtures and optimization of sewing technology

§ Product development, product application, process

development, energy saving and environmental protection

as important directions and goals in the R&D field

10.3
Ensuring equal opportunities and reducing inequalities and eliminated discrimination

10.4 Adopt appropriate policies, especially fiscal, salary and social protection policies

12.2 Achieve sustainable management and efficient use of natural resources by 2030

12.5
Before 2020, reduced chemicals and wastes, and managed in an environmentally friendly manner

12.7 Promote a sustainable public procurement process based on national policies and priorities.

16.5 Significantly reduce various forms of corruption and bribery 2.5 Integrity policy ￭ In addition to following the ethical code of conduct, "n illegal, unethical or dishonest conduct" was introduced

§ Integrity management, and strictly guildlines against

fraud

17.14 Achieve sustainable development.

17.17
Encourage and promote effective cooperation between civil and society.

6.2 Environmental

Information

￭ Reduced electricity consumption by 4,408,844 [million joules/year]

￭ Waste recycling 16.9 tons/month

￭ Kwong Lung's Bluesign certificate

￭ CSR report

§ Reduce electricity used

§ Promote swaste recycling

§ Bluesign certificate

§ Sustainability development

3.5 External Organization

Participation

5.2 Industry-academia

￭ Amember of the European and Chinese Down Association

￭ The industry-academia collaboration conducted 2 campus lectures and 2 corporate visits.

§ Participate in domestic and international associations

activities and academic

4.2 Employee Benefits

4.3 Employee Cultivation

￭ Prohibition of child labor

￭ In 2020, 1,418 job opportunities were provided in Taiwan and overseas factories.

￭ No violations of human rights or discrimination occurred in 2020

￭ In 2020, the salary classification of all employees will be verified according to the salary classification method

§ Hiring employees based on professional ability and

experience

§ According to the arecruit system, there is no difference

due to differences in gender, race, religion, political

position, marital status, trade union, etc.

4.2 Employee Benefits
• Gender equality, equal pay for equal work

• The ratio of basic salary of female and male employees are the same

• Build  salary and welfare system to ensure equality

between men and women

• Formulate punishment to prevent sexual harassment

Goal

6.2 Environmental

Information
￭ The utilization rate of recycled water was above 50% in 2020

§ Recycled water system with annual utilization rate of over

50%

6.2 Environmental

Information

￭ The output increases every year, but the energy use and energy density can still decrease year by year

2018  9,695,163 [MJ/year]

2019  8,455,024 [MJ/year]

2020  4,046,180 [MJ/year]

§ Import ISO 50001 energy management system

§ Install a heat energy reflux device to recover the heat

energy of the dryer to the boiler
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Businesses

Assist the board of directors and managers to check whether the internal control system is

operating effectively, provide suggestions for improvement to ensure the efficiency of operations,

the reliability of financial reporting, and the achievement of the three goals of compliance with

relevant laws and regulations.

Corporate image management

Press conference

Response to relevant government units

Investor relations

Information release and crisis management

Promote social responsibil ity policy

Establish social responsibil ity concept and training

Fulfi l  government's policy requirements

Construction quality assurance and management system, corresponding customer quality

assurance and inspection requirements

New material development, construction of overseas raw material supply chain, search of

trending information

Manufacturing, production capacity allocation, and flexible capacity planning and deployment

Technology development, product design, technical team production and on-job training

Materials procurement, production, shipment management

Sales, customers development, product planning

Customers, factories and supplier quality assurance

Production & manufacturing technology

Product development and marketing

Procurement of down and feather raw material

Sale of down and feather raw materials

Plan, processes, perform operations, shipment management, and quality inspection

Production

Procurement of primary and secondary materials, equipment and materials related to

production

Development of materials and products

Business development and achieve sales goals

Implement products portfolio

Financial planning, fund management, and risk management

Operations of Board of Directors, share affairs and shareholders’ meeting

Maintenance of investor relations

Budget control, accounting, and cost analysis

Tax risk planning

Provide business analysis reports

Plan for information strategy and blueprint, and construct information systems

Optimize and improve information system

Maintain information security

Plan organization structure and allocation

Formulate the Company’s relevant management system and regulations

Implement management policies

Promote performance management, human resource development, education and training, talent

recruitment, compensation system, and employee relations

General affairs management

Execute requiring, purchasing, checking processes and fixed asset management

Establish supplier evaluation system

Audits and risks control

Management of global import and export transportation

Production equipment improvement

Promote intell igent manufacturing center

Establish a global combat center, real-time production status

Collect market trends

Strategic Planning

Carry out internal and external communication, implementation, and review the results

Department

Audit Office

CEO office

Public relations office

Corporate social

responsibil ity office

Apparel business department

Human resources department

Central purchasing department

Manufacturing Technology

Department

Strategic Planning Department

Down material business

department

Home textile business department

Financial

division

Financial department

Accounting

department

Information technology department
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Shareholder's

General Meeting

Board of Directors

Remuneration Committee

Audit Office

Corporate Social

Responsibility

Committee

President


CEO Public Relations Office

CEO Office

CSR Office

Home Textile Business

Department

Apparel Business

Department

Down Materials

Business Department
Supporting

Mainland China Taiwan Taiwan Finance Division


Vietnam Mainland China Mainland China 
Information Technolegy

Division

Japan Vietnam Vietnam
Human Resources

Division

Japan Japan
Central Procurement

Division

Manufacturing

Technology Division

Strategic Planning

Division



 

 

2.2 Operational performance 

With the impact of global climate change, the demand for functional apparel markets has become 

very volatile, the profit conditions for the textile and apparel industry is challenging. Kwong Lung con-

sidered this challenge an opportunity for innovation. Kwong Lung cooperated with various depart-

ments and R&D teams to design diversified and highly functional products. In addition to satisfying 

market demand, Kwong Lung remained vigilant of the importance of green products, and comprehen-

sively enhanced green supply chain capabilities.  

  Kwong Lung follows the internal 'Corporate management Standards,' 'Ethical Conduct Standards,' 

and 'Internal Information Processing Procedures,' and other specifications to manage our company. 

Through the audit team's internal control system., we continue to implement and refine the operation 

of corporate management, risk control, and set annual operating goals. In 2020, Kwong Lung was 

ranked in the top 5% in  the Taiwan Stock Exchange’s Corporate Governance evaluation. 

Business proportion and major sales territories 

Business proportion in 2020 

Internal sales ratio of 4.96% and external sales ratio 
of 95.04% 

Mostly Asia and the US 

Output value and output in 2020 

Note: The main products of our company are intrinsicly different due to the complexity of workmanship, the skill 
levels of our personnel, the difficulty in processing raw materials used, and the formula of natural products. There-
fore, the normal production capacity of machine and equipment cannot be calculated. 

 

Taiwan top 2000 survey conducted by Commonwealth Magazine 
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Item

           Year 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Revenue         8,598,697    8,512,927  10,154,312 10,593,869                         8,498,697 

Operating Costs           7,213,680          7,276,251          8,802,102 9,155,452                           7,327,119 

Net Income before Tax              511,897 (50,771)             727,940 610,602                                 417,254 

Net Income after Tax              445,845 (109,863)             631,632 498,477                                 314,047 

Current Net Income Attributed

to the Parent Company
             447,375 (118,339)             618,337 487,589                                 344,406 

Earnings Per Share (EPS)                    4.19 (1.09)                   5.74 4                                                  2.28 

Asset           6,212,079          6,615,268          7,031,325 7,571,078                           7,512,481 

Liability           2,705,409          3,758,232          2,931,369 2,478,710                           2,574,685 

 Cash dividends

(New Taiwan Dollars)
3.6                     3.0                     3.5 3.0                     3.0                     

 Cash dividends

 (New Taiwan Dollars)-

Special Shares

2.5                     2.5                     

Income Tax                         66,052                        59,092                       96,308 112,125                                 103,207 

 Total Cash Dividends

Distributed
          389,970     327,616     386,957 392,017.0          393,585.9          

 Total Cash Dividends

Distributed- Special Shares
45,500.0            45,500.0            

Inancial performance in the past five years
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Year 2020 2019

Manufacturing industry

ranking
338 277

Revenue 84.99 105.94

Industry Ranking

(Manufacturing)
14 16

NOPAT Ranking (Net

Operating Profit After Tax)
475 294

Unit：NT$ One hundred mi l l ion

Region 2020

Asia 46.81%

Americas 32.36%

Others 15.87%

Domestic sales 4.96%

Total 100%

Business proportion 

Business department Output Output Value

Apparel 4,260,792 3,413,298

Down material 3,560 1,747,524

Household textile 4,371,721 1,498,529

Total 8,636,073                   6,659,351                   

Unit：Ton、PCS；NT$ Thousand



 

 

Board of Directors 

Kwong Lung was established in accordance with the company law 
of the Republic of China, and strictly follows the securities trading law 
and regulations of the competent authority to formulate the corporate 
governance structure. The general meeting of shareholders is the high-
est authority. Kwong Lung convened a regular meeting of shareholders 
before the end of June and holds an extraordinary meeting of share-
holders when necessary. All shareholders elected directors and supervi-
sors under the "Director and Supervisor Election Measures.  On April 6, 
2021, the representatives of directors and supervisors of Kwong Lung 
Enterprise were re-appointed and Li Chaofu, the representative of 
Weiren Food Co., Ltd., was elected the vice chairman.  

At present, the board of directors has six directors and two supervi-
sors. The members of the board of directors are all professionals with 
relevant expertise and academic experience, who provide the most pro-
fessional strategic guidance for the company's future development. In 
order to focus on gender equality, Kwong Lung Enterprise has re-elected 
its directors and supervisors in 2019 and added a female director, with 
the goal of adding one more female director and one more independent 
director in the next term. Among the board members, 25% are employ-
ees, 25% are independent directors, and 13% are women. In addition, 2 
independent directors have a tenure of less than 6 years, 2 are over 70 
years old, 1 is between 60 and 69 years old, and 5 are under 45 years 
old. In 2020, Kwong Lung Enterprise is among the top 5% enterprises in 
the 7th Corporate Governance Evaluation. We will continue to perform 
our due care of a good administrator, and exercise our powers with a 
high level of self-discipline and prudence. Also adequately supervised 
the management, decision-making, financial business status, internal 
control and audit system operation.  The average attendance rate for 
2020 was 100%.  

In 2020, the Kwong Lung's board of directors held a total of 8 
meetings. The board of directors' attendance has been disclosed in the 
2020 annual report, which can be found on public information observa-
tory website (https://mops.twse.com.tw/) or Kwong Lung's website 
(http://www.klf-group.com). 

Kwong Lung also has a spokesperson system and feedback mailbox. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to connect us. 

 

Head of Corporate Governance 

Kwong Lung Enterprise has set up a head of corporate governance 
who is responsible for protecting shareholders' rights and strengthening 
the functions of the board of directors. There are also two corporate 
governance personnel, whose main duties are to provide information 
required by directors and supervisors to perform their business, assist 
directors and supervisors in complying with laws and regulations, and 
organize the board meetings and shareholders' meetings in accordance 
with the law. 
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Position Name  Education and Work Experience Main concurrent positions in the Company and other companies

President Zhan He-Po

Graduate Institute of Business Administration, Cultural University

Assistant manager, Lite-On IT Corporation

Procurement Manager, Kwong Lung

Vice President of Down Materials Business Department, Kwong Lung

CEO, Kwong Lung

President of Ready-to-Wear Garment Business Department, Kwong Lung

Chairman, Ouli Investment Co., Ltd., Boshi International Limited, Bo Hsing

Enterprise Co., Ltd., and Kwong Lung Feather (B.V.I.) Ltd.

Director, Kwong Lung Meko Co.,Ltd., Kwong Lung Japan Co.,Ltd., Kaisheng

Investment Co., Ltd., and Xinkaifu

Co., Ltd.

Director Zhang Zhen-Yun
Department of Japanese Language and Culture, Fu Jen Catholic University

President of Home Textile Business Department, Kwong Lung
-

Director Chen Zhong-Xiong

Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Taiwan University

Vice President, Texas Instruments (Taiwan)

Chairman, Co-tech Development Corporation

Chairman, On-Bright Electronics Incorporated

Chairman representative, Lite On Semiconductors Philippines Corp.

Vice Chairman：Diodes Incorporated and Lite-On Semiconductor Corp.

Director, Shanghai Xufu Electronics Co., Ltd., DYNA International Holding Co.,

Ltd., DYNA International Co., Ltd., Lite-On Semiconductor (HK) Ltd., Smart

Power Holding Group Co., Ltd., Lite-On Semiconductor Wuxi Co Ltd., Lite On

Microelectronics (Wuxi) Co., Ltd., Actron Technology Corp.

Director representative, Lite-On Technology Corp.

Director Zhan Fu-Ru

Graduate Institute of Business Administration, Shih Chien University

Research Institute of Industrial Management, Kyoto Sangyo University

(majoring in marketing)

Business Specialist, U-Shin Ltd.

Accounting specialist, Kwong Lung’s Japanese Branch

Import and Export specialist, Mother Bird

Chairman, Yuesheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Chairman, BBL Premium Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Yuesheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Supervisor, Ouli Investment Co., Ltd.

Director, Kaisheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Director, Kwong Lung Japan Co., Ltd.

Director representative, Wan Yu Co., Ltd.

Independent

Director
Cai Xun-Xiong

Ph.D. in Urban Planning, School of Architecture and Planning,

Princeton University, USA

Chairman, Sinotech Engineering Consultants, Inc. Minister, Environmental

Protection Administration

Independent Director, On-Bright Electronics Incorporated

Director, Co-tech Development Corporation

Independent

Director
Chen Xian-Ye

Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering, University of Michigan, USA

Associate Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, National

Taiwan University

Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, National Taiwan University

Supervisor Zhan Qi-Zhe

Master of Finance, University of San Francisco, USA

Chairman, Kaisheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Huanglu Investment Co., Ltd.

Director, Co-tech Development Corporation

Chairman, Kaisheng Investment Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Huanglu Investment Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Fortune Phoenix Insurance Brokerage Service Co.

Director representative, Co-tech Development Corporation

Director representative, Shudong Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Director representative, Gongtong Construction Co., Ltd.

Director, Tiantang Niao Gourmet Co., Ltd.

Director, Miramar Linkou Development Co., Ltd.

Director representative, Miramar City Development Co., Ltd

Supervisor Li Chao-Fu

Master of Accounting, National Chengchi University

CFO, Lite On Microelectronics Co., Ltd.

President, Lite On Microelectronics Co., Ltd.

Director representative,On-Bright Electronics Incorporated、SyncMOS

Technologies Internatioal、Lyra Semiconductor Co., Let.

President, On-Bright (Shanghai) Electronics Incorporated、On-Bright

(Guangzhou) Electronics Incorporated

Director representative, Actron Technology Corp.

Director, Lite On Microelectronics Co., Ltd.、Lite On(Philippines)

Microelectronics Co., Ltd.、DYNA International Holding Co.,Ltd.、 DYNA

International Co.,Ltd.、Lite-On semiconductor (HK) Ltd.、 Lite-On

Semiconductor Wuxi Co Ltd., Lite On Microelectronics (Wuxi) Co., Ltd.,、On-

BrightElectronics (HongKong) Co., Ltd、WBG PowerSystems (Cayman) Co.,

Ltd.、WBG PowerSystems (HongKong) Co., Ltd.。

Member of the board
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Conflict of interest policy 

Kwong Lung's board of directors stipulates that when a director has a conflict of interest he/she 

should explain the relevant details of this conflict, such as when it may detrimental to the company's 

affairs. In this case, the director should excuse her/himself from the discussion and voting during the 

board meeting.  

Compensation committee  
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Remuneration Committee 

In accordance with laws and regulations, Kwong Lung Enterprise established a remuneration 

committee under the board of directors. The committee consists of 3 members who assist the board of 

directors in assessing the management performance of the management team. As approved by the 

board of directors, the 3 members are independent directors TSAI, HSUN-HSIUNG, CHEN, HSIEN-YEH 

and external experts HSU, CHIA-TE, with independent directors TSAI, HSUN-HSIUNG serve as the chair-

man of the remuneration committee. There were three regular meetings held in 2020 with a 100% 

attendance rate. 
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Name Education Work experience Note

TSAI, HSUN-HSIUNG Ph.D., the School of Architecture, Princeton University

Chairman of Sinotech Engineering Consultants Inc.

Minister of the Environmental Protection

Administration, Executive Yuan

Independent director

CHEN, HSIEN-YEH
Ph.D., Department of Engineering and Materials

Science, Michigan State University

Professor of the Department of Chemical

Engineering, National Taiwan University
Independent director

HSU, CHIA-TE

Strategic Management Graduate Certificate, Harvard

Extension School

International Business Management Graduate

Certificate, Boston University

General Manager of Well-Spring Taiwan Independent director

Member of the Remuneration Committee

Title Name Date Organizer Lecture Hours

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/4/29
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

The sustainable development trend of global enterprises-

the strategic thinking of integrating SDGs and promoting

circular economy

3

110/10/30
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Legal issues related to major information within the

company
3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/8/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association
Everything you should know about patent 3

110/11/5
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association
Key technologies and market applications of 5G and IoT 3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

110/8/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association
Everything you should know about patent 3

110/11/5
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association
Key technologies and market applications of 5G and IoT 3

110/11/6
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

How directors supervise the company to carry out internal

control and strengthen corporate governance
3

110/12/11
Taiwan Corporate Governance

Association

Introduction to the Latest Trends of Corporate Governance

3.0
3

Supervisor

Independent

Director

Independent

Director

Director Zhan Fu-Ru

Cai Xun-Xiong

Li Chao-Fu

Zhan Qi-Zhe

Supervisor

Chen Xian-Ye

Director

Director

President Zhan He-Bo

Zhang Zhen-Yun

Chen Zhong-Xiong



 

 

Internal Audit Procedure Authority of the remuneration committee  

 

Compensation policy for the board of directors  

The annual remuneration for directors and managers includes the salary and all other bonuses. 

The board of directors calculats the amount of employee bonuses based on earnings during the past 

year. As per laws and regulations, the Remuneration Committee approved the remuneration of the 

senior executives. Please see additional information on remuneration disclosed in our annual report.  

In accordance with Kwong Lung’s Articles of Incorporation, the remuneration of directors and su-

pervisors should not exceed 5% of total revenue.  

 

Internal audit management 

In accordance with laws and regulations, Kwong Lung Enterprise has set up an internal control 

mechanism and a full-time unit of "audit room", which is directly subordinate to the board of directors. 

The audit room develops an audit plan regularly and performs relevant audit works in accordance with 

the audit plan, the scope of which covers all business operations of the company and its subsidiaries. 

In order to find possible defects in the internal control system and propose improvements in a 

timely manner, the audit work is mainly carried out based on the routine audits implemented in ac-

cordance with the annual audit plan approved by the board of directors. 

In addition to regularly reporting the audit results to the board of directors, we also formulate a 

code of ethical conduct to let the management understand and achieve management goals. 

Based on the results of the risk assessment, the annual audit plan is devel-

oped and approved by the board of directors. 

According to the annual audit plan, the audit was carried out to check and 

evaluate the effectiveness of the internal control system for the company 

and it. 

Depending on the requirements of project execution, project auditing was 

carried out to update the management on the existing deficiencies or poten-

tial risks in a timely manner. 

After the audit work was performed on a monthly basis, an audit report was 

issued to propose suggestions and improvements while also keeping track of 

the subsequent progress. 

Regularly review the policies, managers’ performance and commission  

Evaluate the compensation of directors  
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2.3 Business Continuity Management  

Faced with the ever-changing business environment, whether it is natural disasters, climate 

change, supply chain maintenance or trade, etc., it may cause major impacts on the business opera-

tions. To maintain sustainable business operations, Kwong Lung Group has developed a variety of 

sustainable business plans in response to various environmental impacts to give full play to its ad-

vantages and create synergies.  

Heads of relevant units were assigned to take part in the PDCA cycle from business impact anal-

ysis, risk identification, to the development of sustainable business strategies, plans, and drills, not 

only enhancing the crisis management capabilities but also the competitive advantage to ensure sus-

tainable business operation. 

Risk management 

Through risk management, Kwong Lung Enterprise is able to ensure normal business operations 

and reduce risk by conducting regular risk control, risk identification, impact analysis, and response 

measures. In 2020, there are 4 major risks that cover a total of 7 issues including "law reform", 

"human resources", "capital market fluctuations", "information security", "supply chain manage-

ment", "labor force", "environment and climate change", etc. With a dedicated person responsible 

for the management, a risk management meeting is held every quarter to establish steps in response 

to the crisis, early warning, countermeasures, crisis management, business sustainability plan, and 

recovery actions. 

  

Risks and opportunities 

In response to changes in the external global environment and market demand, Kwong Lung im-

plemented lean production and improved production efficiency. Kwong Lung has also emphasized the 

vertical integration of upstream and downstream supply chains to streamline operations, and reduce 

unnecessary costs. In the case of increasing production costs, Kwong Lung actively developed new 

products, new markets, and new customers to add value and enhance customer service. 

Kwong Lung has built a management platform of global suppliers to control operational risk; 

Kwong Lung strictly manages the supply of goods to reduce procurement and production costs. Kwong 

Lung also continuously updates production equipment to increase production capacity. Kwong Lung 

actively invests in the development of down material that supports a healthier life styleconcept and is 

committed to improving our competitiveness. 

Kwong Lung established Vietnam production base as a center, and chose to develop new raw 

material supply sources in nearby countries. Kwong Lung actively reduced unnecessary costs and 

strengthened internal control in reducing management expenses to improve overall efficiency as well 

as implementing an electronic information management system to improve information accuracy. We 

have cultivated strategic partners in cost, quality and technology to grow together with Kwong Lung.  

Kwong Lung also improved the production process to reduce the cost of materials for our cus-

tomers. Ensuring that quality is not compromised, we offer our customers the option of more flexibil-

ity and choice with standard materials when appropriate. Kwong Lung offers a wide variety of product 

options for our customers, which not only expands the production line also reduces inventory con-

cerns.  
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Business sustainability plan

Risk identification

Impact analysis

Evaluation and

continuous improvement

Drill and test

KL

BPM

Do

Check

Action

Plan

Classification Risk issues Risk factor Impact on business operations Response measures Opportunity & benefit

§ Regulatory changes § New laws and regulations
§ Impact of legal changes on business

operations

§ Establish a verification mechanism, follow laws and regulations, and

adjust business operations

§ Comply with laws and regulations, coordinate with

changes in laws and regulations, adjust business operations,

and implement legality

§ Personnel safety
§ Impact of personnel injuries on

productivity

§ Strengthen occupational safety and health, raise the awareness of

occupational safety and health, and conduct drills on mechanical

operation safety

§ Talent nurturing and brain drain
§ Impact of talent nurturing and brain

drain on business operation

§ Establish a diversified talent retention system to ensure the cohesion of

human resource

§ Interest/Exchange rate change

§ Impact of change in interest/exchange

rate on the financial income & expenditure

and financial leverage

§ Regularly review the assets and liabilities denominated in non-

functional currencies in the capital market, and analyze the impact of

forward exchange contract on exchange rate management

§ Assess the impact on interest rate exposure and floating interest rate

§ Control the impact of interest/exchange rate changes on

assets and cash flow, and stabilize the company’s financial

operations

§ International trade barrier

§ Impact of tariff barriers on customer's

willingness to place orders, increase

production costs, and hinder supply.

§ Arrange and adjust production capacity to reduce the risk of impact on

export

§ Respond to and adjust the supply chain to maintain business operation

model and cost

§ Improve the adaptability of business operation and

production model and strengthen the cooperative

relationship of supply chain

§ Loss of contact

§ Impact of business operation and

information transmission on internal and

external communication

§ Regularly prevent and detect IT monitoring system and mobile storage

device management

§ Continue to promote the concept of occupational safety and health

§ IT Disaster Recovery Plan

§ Remote backup and backup system

§ Cyber attack
§ Information system shutdown, personal

information leakage

§ Set up control methods such as firewall/anti-virus software/data

backup to reduce the risk of internet outage

§ Supply chain

management
§ Supply chain interrupt

§ Impact of interruption in raw material

supply on normal business operation,

production, and shipping

§ Establish a sustainable supply chain partnership and backup inventory

mechanism to ensure stable supply sources and reduce the risk of

interruption

§ Strengthen the long-term cooperative relationship with

suppliers, ensure customer assets and date of delivery, and

safeguard the company’s business reputation

§ Labor Supply § Labor shortage ,Strike
§ Impact of insufficient human resources

and strikes on productivity

§ Improve the recruitment system

§ Maintain a smooth communication channel with the labor union

§ Strengthen the promotion of employee ethics and related binding

documents

§ Think about replacing increasingly expensive labor with automated

production

§ Strengthen the communication channels between labor

and management, and build consensus with a transparent

and sound management system.

§ Natural disaster/Extreme climate
§ Impact of financial loss and personnel

injury on normal business operation

§ Formulate environmental protection measures in accordance with

business requirements to improve management efficiency

§ Carry out disaster prevention-related monitoring, detection,

emergency response drills, and recovery to adjust and reduce their direct

impacts

§ Improving the sustainable business operation can enhance

the business makeup of a company, not only ensuring the

safety of company assets and personnel but also increase

the trust of stakeholders in the company

§ Disease
§ Impact of avian flu and new viruses on

disruption risks to material supply chains

§ Control the latest developmental trends in agricultural products,

climate, and epidemics

§ Reduce disruption risks to material supply chains through

global procurement and vertical integration

§ Build a strong information security system, avoid

communication interruption and leakage of business

secrets, and ensure the safety of the company and

customers’ assets

§ Strengthen workplace safety, actively cultivate talents and

high-potential human resources, so that the company will

continue to grow and develop

Hazard risk
§ Environment and

climate change

Business risk

Financial risk § Capital market

Strategy risk

§ Human resources

§ Information

Security



 

 

Climate Change Policies  

The growth of down materials and outdoor functional apparel are significantly affected by climate 

change. Given the relevance of climate change to our industry and products, Kwong Lung is attentive to 

climate change in Taiwan and overseas, and  we continue to pay attention to international environmen-

tal topics. Our awareness and research is not only aimed at Kwong Lung's factory, but also to study the 

possible outage risks, and formulate contingency measures and processes. Kwong Lung also incorpo-

rates climate change risks as a reference for future strategic planning and direction. 

In the case of global warming and climate change caused by greenhouse gases, energy-saving has 

become one of Taiwan's essential policy strategies. Kwong Lung has implemented a "green supply 

chain" by reducing energy use and carbon dioxide emissions. To effectively manage energy use and im-

proved energy efficiency, Kwong Lung established an energy management system: energy baseline, 

performance indicators, and continuous improvement through PDCA to achieve the goal of systematic 

energy management. 

Operation Continuity Plan 

In 2020 and 2021, Covid-19 has spread throughout the world and caused much uncertainty in 

business operations. Consequently, Kwong Lung implemented ongoing management of enterprise op-

erations and formulated a constant operation plan to face various environmental impacts. 

 

 

 

 

 

Goals for business processes  

Restrictions  

Halting production  

Conditional recovery plan  

Production data backup  

Production recovery  

Supporting plan for sustainable operation goals  

Evaluation of orders  

Information backup system  

Cooperate with large transporting companies  

Operation goals, law and contract requirements 

Short-term lease :  

Short-term contracts maintain the same quality of goods, consider a reasonable extension of  

delivery time, and afford the additional costs  

Reduce transporting cost  

Limited personnel movement 

Extended delivery date  

Consideration of the needs and support  

Approved suppliers  

Seek for temporary suppliers who can provide goods during the epidemic 

Daily feedback  
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Operation Impact Analysis  

Short-term : maintain the minimum number of operable labor forces, increase  

Mid-term : cooperate with policy to achieve a standard production capacity  

Long-term : labor forces utilization according to the orders 

shift to maintain the minimum capacity 
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Epidemic Prevention 

Employee Temperature Measuring   

Epidemic Proof Board   

Unscheduled anti-epidemic advocacy  

Factory Sterilizing  

Daily Body Temperature Check 

Emergency response process  

Backup agents for every employee  

Direct personnel multi-functional training program  

Emergency management  

Emergency announcement  

Emergency response plan 

Emergency tracking  

Situations reporting 

Production capacity  

Raw material inventory status 

Safety investigation  

Client satisfaction 

Purchasing & tracking of raw materials 

Operational risk program  

Fire drill practice 

Terrorist attack and rescue plan 

Strike emergency program  

Information system recovery plan  

Self-isolation plan and work at home 
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Personal Information Management 

        By taking personal information management as the protection and commitment to stakeholders 

such as shareholders, customers, employees, and suppliers, Kwong Lung Enterprise respects employee 

privacy, abides by laws and regulations, and implements personal information protection and manage-

ment. The collection and processing of personal information are limited to necessary and essential oper-

ations, such as personnel’s labor and health insurance, various insurances, and employee health checks. 

In addition to carrying out regular education & training and advocacy campaigns on personal infor-

mation protection, we will require units that often come into contact with a large amount of employees' 

personal information in their daily operations to collect and use the information according to laws and 

regulations. 

Description of Administrative Penalty 

In 2020, the Kwong Lung overseas factory was audited by the competent authority. In the end, a 

total 2 cases of non-compliance with the regulations were found and a fine of NT$175,208 was imposed. 

All the defects have been improved and the projects subject to penalties are as follows: 

2.5 Integrity policy  

Kwong Lung places integrity as the foundation of its business philosophy and has established 

strong corporate governance, risk management and control mechanisms to create a sustainable devel-

opment business environment. Honesty is a core value of Kwong Lung, and Kwong Lung strictly prohib-

its any acts of corruption, bribery, and extortion.    

Furthermore, Kwong Lung hosts regular meetings to promote integrity management. Kwong Lung 

conducts training courses to ensure that each employee understands Kwong Lung's integrity culture 

and policies. 

In addition, with regard to the conflict of interest policy, in order to avoid potential and substan-

tial conflicts of interest between managers and employees, relevant employees need to sign a conflict 

of interest declaration to prevent corruption, continue to adhere to the company's operating princi-

ples, and uphold good business integrity. In 2020, there is no corruption taking place in the company. 

Raise the employee awareness of risk management 

Emergency evacuation and safety drills in various factories      

Since workplace safety is the top priority for work with peace of mind, Kwong Lung Enterprise has es-

tablished emergency response teams in each factory to conduct regular drills, such as fires, chemical 

spills, earthquakes, shortages of raw materials, etc., develop emergency response and recovery plans, 

and conduct disaster prevention simulation and evacuation drills every year to continuously strength-

en response procedures and recovery strategies. In addition, Kwong Lung Enterprise also arranges rel-

evant education, training, and advocacy campaign (such as regular industrial safety and environmental 

protection advocacy) to enhance factory safety and risk awareness. As natural disasters and man-

made calamities have a huge impact on production and operations, Kwong Lung Enterprise adopts a 

proactive attitude and takes preventive measures to cope with the risks of potential disasters. Through 

risk control, safety rules, and law enforcement, we are able to raise the employee's awareness of 

workplace safety. 

 

 Fire marshalling and fire drills 

 

2.4 Regulation Compliance 

Since regulatory compliance is the foundation of corporate governance, all employees are required 

to follow relevant regulations. In order to comply with local regulations, local legal professionals were 

entrusted with the professional evaluation and enforcement of various regulations involved in the 

business operations of overseas subsidiaries. We regularly perform regulatory reviews, pay attention 

to the formulation and development of regulations that may have an impact on the company, and 

strengthen our colleagues' business-related regulatory compliance and awareness.  20 
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Region
Violation of

regulations
Reason for violation Penalty amount

Penalty amount

(NTD)
Measures for improvement

Vietnam Bohsing

Improper management and

review of engineering and

construction

120,000,000        147,600                  

Strengthen management &

inspection and operate according to

laws and regulations

Vietnam Meko
The fire exit is blocked by

machinery and equipment
20,300,000          27,608                    

Strengthen education, training and

advocacy



 

 

3 
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3.1 Stakeholders Communication and 
Engagement 

3.2 Material Topics Assessment 

3.3 Stockholders' equity 

3.4 Supply Chain Management 

3.5 External Organization 

3.6 Social Responsibility  Management 
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3.Stakeholder 

3.1 Stakeholders Communication and Engagement 

Stakeholder Identification 

Based on Kwong Lung's operations, we classified stakeholders into eight main categories: em-

ployees, customers, suppliers, shareholders/investors, communities/non-governmental/non-profit 

organizations, government agencies, media, and research institutions. In addition to the feedback 

channel, Kwong Lung also provided surveys to stakeholders. Kwong Lung implemented four-step so-

lutions for all feedback cases: investigating, prioritizing, confirming, and reviewing. Based on GRI 

Standards, Kwong Lung classified our feedback into 33 specific topics and issues related to the devel-

opment of the company's strategies. Kwong Lung always keeps open communication with our stake-

holders encouraging all kinds of honest feedback in order to provide efficient solutions for our stake-

holders. There is no difference between 2020 and the previous year 。 

 

Stakeholder communication 

Kwong Lung Enterprise interacts with stakeholders through various communication channels, 

uses various methods to understand the issues of concerns to stakeholders, and responds in a timely 

manner. 
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R&D institutions

Government 
agencies Syppliers

Employees Media

Shareholders/

Investors

Communities/

non-government/
non-profit 

organization

Customers

Stakeholders Communication channels

§ Business performance § Technical service
§  External communication mailbox

(occasionally)

§ Ethical corporate

management
§ Legal compliance § Spokesperson (occasionally)

§  Risk management § Corporate governance
§  General meeting of shareholders

(annually)

§ Company website (occasionally)

§ Institutional investor conference

(occasionally)

§ Workplace safety § Career development § Complaint mailbox (occasionally)

§ Labor human rights
§ Talent recruitment and

retention
§ Employee benefit committee (monthly)

§ Salary and benefits
§ Personal information

protection
§ Kwong Lung Quarterly (quarterly)

§ Employee

communication
§ Electronic public notice (quarterly)

�§ Process technology �§ Quality and reliability § Audit (occasionally)

§ Customer service
�§ Date of Delivery and

production

§ Customer complaint management

system (occasionally)

§ Green product
�§ Ethical corporate

management

§ Customer satisfaction survey

(occasionally)

§ Supplier management
�§ Ethical corporate

management
§ Complaint mailbox (occasionally)

§ Purchasing policy �§ Risk management § Audit (occasionally)

§ Supplier seminars (occasionally)

§ External communication mailbox

(occasionally)

§ Social welfare participation

§ Institutional visits (occasionally)

§ Internship projects and corporate visits

(ocassionally)

§ External communication mailbox

(occasionally)

§ Official document (ocassionally)

Media

§  Corporate social

responsibility and

business performance

§ Newsletter issuance (ocassionally)

§ Industry-academia-government

collaboration meeting (ocassionally)

§ External communication mailbox

(occasionally)

§ Industry academia

collaboration

�§ Green product research

and development
R&D institutions

Communities/

non-government/

non-profit organization

Government agencies
§ Market observation post

system

§ Volunteer services

Issues of concern

Employees

Customers

Suppliers

Shareholders/investors



 

 

3.2 Material Topics Assessment 

Process for the identification of material topics 

By taking into account the feedback of actual communication and discussion with stakeholders 

and the four principles of the GRI Code: Materiality, Stakeholder Inclusiveness, Sustainability Context, 

and Completeness, Kwong Lung Enterprise follows the material topics identification process, carries 

out sustainable topics analysis, and generates material topics as an important basis for Kwong Lung 

Enterprise to formulate strategies and goals for the promotion of corporate social responsibility. 

For the questionnaire survey conducted online this time, a total of 144 questionnaires were re-

covered with a statistical response rate of about 32.5%. According to the issues of concerns to the 

stakeholders such as economic, social, and environmental issues, each department of Kwong Lung 

Enterprise was required to assess the degree of concern for each issue and the significant impact on 

the company. After taking into account the weight, the ranking of the top 20 key issues of Kwong 

Lung Enterprise is identified as follows: "Business Status", "Legal Compliance", "Risk Management", 

"Corporate Governance", "Environmental Policy", "Labor-Management Relations", "Sustainable De-

velopment Strategy", "Occupational Safety and Health", "Employee Salary and Benefits", "Hazardous 

Substance Management", "Employee Training and Development", "Code of Conduct", "Wastewater 

Discharge and Control", "Employee Recruitment and Retention", "Water Resources Management", 

"Energy Management", "Stakeholder Communication" ", "Greenhouse Gas Reduction", "Social Wel-

fare Devotion and Feedback", "Supply Chain Management". After being identified by Kwong Lung En-

terprise internally, there are a total of 20 issues, which are included in the annual key work in this re-

port to disclose management practices and performance. So far, there is no difference between the 

statistics of 2020 and that of the previous year. 

15 material topics in 2020 

3.1 Stakeholders Communication and Engagement  3.2 Material Topics Assessment 3.3 Stockholders' equity 3.4 Supply Chain Management 3.5 External Organization  3.6 Social Responsibility  Management 
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Degree of

stakeholder

concern

Impact on economy, environment, and society

• Welfare investment and 
feedback

• Chain Management

• Stakeholder communication

• Employee salary and benefits
• Staff training and 
development
• Talent recruitment and 
retention

• Gas reduction

• Hazardous substance 
management
• Code of conduct
• Wastewater discharge and 
control
• Water resources
management

• Labor Relations
• Environmental policy
• Sustainable development 
strategy
• Occupational safety and 
health

• Energy management

• Risk management
• Legal compliance
• Business performance
• Corporate governance

HIGH

LOW HIGH

Economic Aspect Environmental Aspect Social Aspect

Business performance Environmental policy Employee relations

Legal compliance
Wastewater discharge &

control

Occupational safety &

health

Risk management
Water resource

management

Employee salary and

benefits

Corporate governance
Hazardous material

management

Employee training and

development

Sustainable

developmental strategies

Employee recruitment

and retention

Code of Conduct

Stakeholder

identification

Through the stakeholder identification process, Kwong Lung has identified 8 main stakeholders, including

shareholders/investors, employees, customers, suppliers, government agencies and communities/non-

government/non-profit organizations, media, and research institutions.

Sustainability

issues

confirmation

According to international sustainability standards and norms (including GRI Standards, UN Sustainable

Development Goals, organizational strategy development and vision, and stakeholder agreement), 20 Kwong

Lung sustainability issues have been sorted out.

Sustainability

issues analysis

Through the online questionnaire survey, a total of 144 valid questionnaires were recovered based on the

degree of concern of the 8 main stakeholders on sustainability issues. This way, the impact analysis and

impact on the economy, environment, and society can be fully assessed.

Draw a matrix

of material
Determine the matrix of material topics based on the analytical results.

Confirmation
Material topics

confirmation

In 2020, there are a total of 15 items involved in the matrix for the material topics, which will be the focus of

disclosure in this report to explain strategies and related results and performance. As to the other 5

secondary topics, they will also have their management practices and performance results properly disclosed

in this report.

Inspection
Sustainability

context

Continue to collect the issues that the main stakeholders are concerned about and examine the differences

in material topics in the future to meet the needs and expectations of the stakeholders.

Identification

Sequencing
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nDirect l Indirect «Business

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

SUPPLIER KWONG LUNG SUBSIDIARIES CUSTOMERS

Operating

Conditions

Steady operating performance

and clear operating strategies to

create efficient value for

shareholders, investors and

stakeholders

2.2
GRI 201: ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE
n n «

Corporate

Governance

Strengthen the blueprint of

corporate governance and

develop business strategies to

protect the rights and interests

of shareholders, investors and

stakeholders

2.2
GRI 201: ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE
n n «

Regulations

Implement policies to comply

with laws and regulations to

reduce direct or indirect risks

that may arise from operations

2.1

GRI 307: ENVIRONMENTAL

COMPLIANCE

GRI 419: SOCIOECONOMIC

COMPLIANCE

l n n n

Sustainable

Development

Strategies

Kwong Lung takes integrity as its

business foundation, builds

good corporate governance, risk

management, control

mechanism, and creates a

sustainable development

business environment

1.2 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC l n n l

Risk Management

Maintain the continuity of

operations and establish

comprehensive risk

management, and prevention

policy to reduce risks to a

manageable level

2.3 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC n n «

code of conduct

To prevent conflicts of interest,

Kwong Lung has appropriate

control mechanisms within it,

and all actions must comply with

ethical standards

2.3 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC l n n «

Stakeholders

Related

Stakeholders' ideas are Kwong

Lung's communication channels.

Through the opinions of

stakeholders, communication is

used as an essential reference

for sustainable development

3.1 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC n n

Supply Chain

Management

Suppliers are essential partners

in Kwong Lung's operating

system. Through close

cooperation, Kwong Lung can

ensure the source's legitimacy

and quality of raw materials

3.2

GRI 308: SUPPLIER

ENVIRONMENTAL

ASSESSMENT

GRI 414: SUPPLIER SOCIAL

ASSESSMENT

n n n «

Water Resources

Management

Kwong Lung actively adjusts

production equipment to

improve wastewater treatment

efficiency and improves water

washing processes to achieve

high-efficiency water reuse

6.2 GRI 303: WATER AND EFFLUENTS l n n «

Energy Resources

Management

Guanglong continuously

optimizes the process and

improves the efficiency of

production equipment. Kwong

Lung invests in automation to

reduce production time and

implements the goal of reducing

energy consumption

6.2 GRI 302: ENERGY l n n «

Emissions

Management

Kwong Lung aims to improve the

efficiency of wastewater

treatment and the washing

process. Kwong Lung

significantly reduces the use of

freshwater and the amount of

wastewater discharge and

achieves high-efficiency reuse of

water resources

6.2 GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE l n n «

E

N

V

I

R

O

N

M

E

N

T

(

Ｅ

)

IMPACT

KWONG LUNG

E

C

O

N

O

M

I

C

S

(

Ｇ

)

MATERIAL TOPICS IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIONS SDG CHAPTERS
CORRESPONDING TO GRI

SPECIFIC TOPICS

Impact boundary of material topics, degree of involvement, and importance to Kwong Lung Enterprise 

Greenhouse Gases

Reduction

By improving production

processes and equipment,

Kwong Lung controls carbon

emissions from raw material

collection to production of

products

6.3 GRI 305: EMISSIONS l n n «

Environmental

Policies

Through the evaluation of the

management system, Kwong

Lung improves the

environmental performance of

the factory

6.2
GRI 305: EMISSIONS

GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE
l n n «

Hazardous

Substance

Management

Kwong Lung pursues the goal of

producing green products, and

actively participates in many

textile environmental

certifications to enforce non-

toxic production and zero

hazardous substance emissions

6.2 GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE l n n «

Labor Relations

Kwong Lung opens a platform

for communication to ensure the

healthy relationship between

labor and management

4.5
GRI 402: LABOR/MANAGEMENT

RELATIONS
n n

Occupational Safety

and Health

To maintain the safety

workplace, Kwong Lung

regularly executes drills and

constructs a working

environment that complies with

regulations, so that employees

can work without worries

4.4
GRI 403: OCCUPATIONAL

HEALTH AND SAFETY
« n n «

Staff Development

Plan

Kwong Lung issues a perfect

training system to assist

employees enhance their

professional skills and

knowledge

4.3
GRI 404: TRAINING AND

EDUCATION
n n

Social Welfare

Kwong Lung adheres to the

concept of payback to society

and cares about social

disadvantages. Kwong Lung is

promoting social welfare affairs

and harmonious development

5.1
GRI 203: INDIRECT ECONOMIC

IMPACTS
n n

Employee

Recruitment and

Retention

Kwong Lung provides a variety

of talent retention programs that

encourage talents to stay and

rewards employees with

bonuses

4.1 GRI 401: EMPLOYMENT n n

Salaries and Benefits

Kwong Lung provides high

salaries and benefits to attract

outstanding talents to join. With

exceptional employees, Kwong

Lung forms an operation team

that creates high performance

for shareholders

4.2
GRI 401: EMPLOYMENT

n n

E

N

V

I

R

O

N

M

E

N

T

(

Ｅ

)

S

O

C

I

E

T

Y

(

Ｓ

)

UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM

SUPPLIER KWONG LUNG SUBSIDIARIES CUSTOMERS

IMPACT

KWONG LUNG
MATERIAL TOPICS IMPORTANCE TO OPERATIONS SDG CHAPTERS

CORRESPONDING TO GRI

SPECIFIC TOPICS
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TOPICS POLICIES COMMITMENTS LONG-TERM GOALS KWONG LONG'S APPROACH
PERFORMANCE

(CHAPTERS)
AUTHORITY UNIT EVALUATION MECHANISM

Operating

Conditions

Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

Steady operating performance and clear

operating strategies to create efficient value for

shareholders, investors and stakeholders

§Pursue steady development and profit

§Continue to improve corporate governance and maintain good

interaction with investors

Establish a perfect corporate governance structure, and set up

a board of directors, a remuneration committee and an audit

office to control the overall operation of the company

2.2
GRI 201: ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE

Accounting Division

Audit Office
Internal Audit

Corporate

Governance

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Code of Ethics

§Code of Integrity Management

Maintain the rights and interests of the

shareholders, investors, and other stakeholders

Continue to participate in corporate governance related evaluations to

strengthen the corporate governance system

Formulate corporate governance structure and

implementation rules in accordance with relevant laws and

regulations to ensure the stable development of the

company's operations

2.2
GRI 201: ECONOMIC

PERFORMANCE

Strategic Planning Division

Human Resources Department
Internal Audit

Regulations
Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

Implement regulations and  avoid violations of

the law

Continue to promote legal compliance and the concept of the rule of

law

Follow local regulations and regularly perform checks to meet

the requirements of the latest regulations
2.4

GRI 307: ENVIRONMENTAL

COMPLIANCE

GRI 419: SOCIOECONOMIC

COMPLIANCE

Corporate Social Responsibility

Office

Financial Department

§Internal Audit

§Regulation Audit

Sustainable

Development

Strategies

Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

Integrity management creates a sustainable

business environment

Continue to build a good business physique and take sustainable

management as the development goal

Follow the corporate governance standards, risk management,

and control mechanisms to develop Kwong Lung with a

reliable business strategy

1.2 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC

Corporate Social Responsibility

Office

Strategic Planning Division

Financial Department

Internal Audit

Risk Management
Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

Establish a comprehensive risk management and

prevention policy to reduce risks to a

controllable range

Continue to regularly review relevant risk factors and strategies
Kwong Lung actively strengthens its employees' ability to

respond to risks through education and training
2.3 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC

Corporate Social Responsibility

Office

Audit Office

Internal Audit

code of conduct

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Code of Dishonest Conduct

Prevent conflicts of interest and follow the

guidelines in compliance with ethical standards

Continue to use appropriate control mechanisms to prevent conflicts of

interest and unethical situations

To prevent conflicts of interest, Kwong Lung has appropriate

control mechanisms within it, and all actions must comply

with ethical standards

2.3 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC

Corporate Social Responsibility

Office

Audit Office

Internal Audit

Stakeholders Related
Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

The feedback of stakeholders as the reference

for sustainable development
Continue to communicate with stakeholders

Stakeholders' ideas are Kwong Lung's communication channels.

Through the opinions of stakeholders, communication is used

as an essential reference for sustainable development

3.1 CUSTOMIZE TOPIC

Corporate Social Responsibility

Office Internal Audit

Supply Chain

Management

Qualified Supplier Management

System

Maintain good relationships with suppliers to

achieve a win-win situation

§Periodically evaluate suppliers to improve the quality of the supply

chain

§Regular QBR review to control suppliers with problems

Regularly evaluate and audit raw material suppliers to ensure

quality and sustainable management requirements
3.5

GRI 308: SUPPLIER

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

GRI 414: SUPPLIER SOCIAL

ASSESSMENT

Strategic Procurement Division

Procurement Division

§Responsible Down Standard (RDS)

§DOWNPASS

§JBA Traceability Audit Standard (J-TAS)

§Supplier Audit

Water Resources

Management

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Environmental and Safety Policy

Promote efficient water reuse Continue to improve the efficiency of recycled water

Build recycling water system equipment, adjust production

equipment and  improve recycling of process wastewater in

the factory

6.2 GRI 303: WATER AND EFFLUENTS Factory Affairs Division
§Bluesign

§ISO 14001

Energy Resources

Management

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Environmental and Safety Policy

Optimize the process to improve the efficiency of

production equipment and implement the goal

of reducing energy consumption

Continue to pass ISO 50001 management system verification

Continuously optimize the process, increase the efficiency of

production equipment, invest in an automated mode, reduce

production standby time, and reduce energy consumption

6.2 GRI 302: ENERGY Factory Affairs Division ISO 50001

Emissions

Management

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Environmental and Safety Policy

Reduce freshwater usage and wastewater

discharge to achieve high-efficiency water reuse

Continue to improve the water washing process to reduce the use of

fresh water and waste water discharge, in order to achieve reuse of

water

Build recycling water system equipment, adjust production

equipment, improve the washing process, significantly reduce

wastewater discharge, and regularly review water

management's effectiveness

6.2 GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE Factory Affairs Division

§Bluesign

§ISO 14001

Greenhouse Gases

Reduction

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Environmental and Safety Policy

Control carbon emissions to achieve

environmental friendliness

§Continue to strengthen production processes and equipment

improvements to control carbon emissions

§By improving production processes and equipment, Kwong Lung

controls carbon emissions from raw

Through the improvement of production processes and

equipment, carbon emissions are controlled from the

collection of raw materials to the production of products

6.3 GRI 305: EMISSIONS
R & D Divsion

Factory Affairs Division
ISO 14001

Environmental

Policies

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Environmental and Safety Policy

Improve environmental performance through

indicators

Through the evaluation of the management system, Kwong Lung

improves the environmental performance of the factory

Continuously improve environmental performance by

obtaining the verification of the management system
6.2

GRI 305: EMISSIONS

GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

R & D Divsion

Factory Affairs Division

§Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC)

§Global Recycle Standard (GRS)

§OEKO-TEX® Standard 100

§Bluesign

§ISO 14001

Hazardous

Substance

Management

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Environmental and Safety Policy

Focus on non-toxic production and zero

emission of harmful substances

Kwong Lung pursues the goal of producing green products, and actively

participates in many textile environmental certifications to enforce non-

toxic production and zero hazardous substance emissions

Kwong Lung pursues the goal of producing green products, and

actively participates in many textile environmental

certifications to enforce non-toxic production and zero

hazardous substance emissions

6.2 GRI 306: EFFLUENTS AND WASTE
R & D Divsion

Factory Affairs Division

§OEKO-TEX® Standard 100

§ISO 14001

Labor Relations

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Labor Policy

Avoid losses caused by labor disputes
Maintain diverse communication channels to build a friendly and safe

working environment

Kwong Lung opens a platform for communication to ensure

the healthy relationship between labor and management
4.5

GRI 402: LABOR/MANAGEMENT

RELATIONS
Human Resources Department

§Labor Conference

§WRAP

Occupational Safety

and Health

Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility
Ensure the health and safety of employees Continue to provide a healthy and safe working environment

Set up "Environmental Health and Safety Committee"
4.4

GRI 403: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

AND SAFETY

Operations Center

Factory Affairs Division

§Bluesign

§WRAP

Staff Development

Plan

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Labor Policy

Protect the rights of employees

§Continue to build talent learning and development policy

§Assist employees in self-development and enhance their professional

skills and knowledge

Kwong Lung issues a perfect training system to assist

employees enhance their professional skills and knowledge
4.3

GRI 404: TRAINING AND

EDUCATION
Human Resources Department Internal Audit

Social Welfare
Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

Caring for disadvantaged families and promoting

sustainable and harmonious development

Kwong Lung adheres to the concept of payback to society and cares

about social disadvantages. Kwong Lung is promoting social welfare

affairs and harmonious development

Regularly visit disadvantaged families, and provide the actual

needs such as clothing, school supplies, foods, and house

renovations

5.1
GRI 203: INDIRECT ECONOMIC

IMPACTS

Corporate Social Responsibility

Office Internal Audit

Employee

Recruitment and

Retention

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Labor Policy

Protect the rights of employees Kwong Lung provides a variety of talent retention programs
Recruit employees under the law, provide a variety of

retention programs and reward employees through bonuses
4.1 GRI 401: EMPLOYMENT Human Resources Department Internal Audit

Salaries and Benefits

§Code of Corporate Social

Responsibility

§Labor Policy

Protect the rights of employees
Cointune encourage talents to stay and rewards employees with

bonuses

Provide better salaries than other companies in the industry

and regularly welfare system
4.2

GRI 401: EMPLOYMENT
Human Resources Department Internal Audit



 

 

3.3 Stockholders' equity 

Shareholders' communication channel 

In addition to publishing monthly income statements, quarterly financial reports, and convening 

institutional investor conferences, Kwong Lung Enterprise also holds annual general meetings with rel-

evant information made available on the Kwong Lung website. To ensure that investors fully under-

stand the company's business policies, we have spokespersons, agents, and stock affairs units, who are 

responsible for communicating company information to our investors. According to the company's 

website, there is a special section for investor relations, which regularly updates financial information 

and institutional investor conference materials for investors' reference.  

Shareholder structure 

Annual General Meeting 

By holding an annual general meeting every year, Kwong Lung Enterprise allows all shareholders 

to understand and master the company's business overview and make important decisions. 
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9%

39%
49%

3%

Percentage of common shares held by shareholders

Financial institution

Other corporate

entity

Individual

Foreign institutions

and outsiders

Shareholder structure
Number of

people

Percentage of

common shares held

by shareholders

Financial institution 10                          9.45%

Other corporate entity 124                        39.28%

Individual 16,183                   48.68%

Foreign institutions and

outsiders
41                          2.59%

Total 16,358                   100%

Base date for calculation: April 2, 2021

Shareholder structure
Number of

people

Percentage of

preferred shares held

by shareholders

Financial institution 4                            12.81%

Other corporate entity 14                          48.39%

Individual 1,243                     38.24%

Foreign institutions and

outsiders
4                            0.56%

Total 1,265                     100%

Base date for calculation: April 2, 2021

13%

48%

38%

1%

Percentage of preferred shares held by shareholders

Financial institution

Other corporate

entity
Individual

Foreign institutions

and outsiders



 

 

3.4 Supply Chain Management 

Kwong Lung's suppliers have always been an essential partner in our operating system. Through 

close cooperation, we jointly pursue sustainable operations. Before being a certified supplier, the com-

pany is required to fill out a supplier management inquiry; Kwong Lung requires all of our raw materi-

als to be licensed, trackable, and environment-friendly. 

At the same time, the supplier is required to provide a test report to ensure the legitimacy of the 

source, to ensure that we maintain our commitment to sound environmental practices and human 

rights. 

 

Since 2018, Kwong Lung has conducted supplier management and control and established a sup-

plier evaluation system, and Kwong Lung encourages our suppliers to improve its quality. If there are 

quality problems with the materials during inspection or production line, after describing the poor qual-

ity, the purchaser must ask the supplier to put forward the reasons for the poor quality, short-term so-

lutions, and long-term corrective actions to prevent the same quality problems from recurring. Through 

supplier site surveys or regular supplier evaluations, if there are any quality concerns, even if there is 

no quality nonconformity, the supplier will be asked to provide a mid-to-long-term quality control plan. 

Acquiring the Responsible Down Standard (RDS) certification through Peterson and Control Union 

in 2015, Kwong Lung Enterprise continues to be committed to the traceability and transparency of 

down raw materials and the humane breeding of water birds. As a professional certification body in Eu-

rope, Peterson and Control Union World Group takes a leading position in the global market for prod-

uct certification (organic, recycling, and sustainable development). Mainly conducting a comprehensive 

assessment on the sustainable development and traceability of down raw material production and sup-

ply chain, Responsible Down Standard (RDS) traces raw materials from the source to the final product, 

commits to product flow, conducts balance calculation of total documents, isolates raw material, and 

conduct traceability and verification of raw materials based on qualification certificates and sales cer-

tificates. Materials put into the RDS system must have relevant documents, inspection and control of 

incoming goods before production, records of product status, records of total production and sales bal-

ance, and identification of the risk points where the product will be contaminated or mixed during stor-

age and production. 

For new suppliers and subcontractors, evaluation is carried out and only those who pass the re-

view can become our partners of cooperation. For existing suppliers and subcontractors, regular audits 

and evaluations are also carried out to ensure the quality of cooperation. Since there is no nonconform-

ance of the existing suppliers in 2020, there's no termination of the cooperative contract due to the 

supplier's violation of the regulations in 2020. 
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Supplier Code of Conduct

◆Suppliers must abide by the local animal welfare laws of various countries and adopt humane methods to produce and process

down raw materials.

◆Suppliers are prohibited from purchasing, producing, processing, and selling any live-plucked down and its products.

◆Suppliers must provide employees with a safe and hygienic working environment that complies with local laws and regulations.

◆Suppliers must comply with local government labor regulations, including minimum wages, maximum overtime working hours, and

other regulations, and provide employees with due salary benefits and related rights and interests.

◆Suppliers are not allowed to employ child laborers who are below the legal working age stipulated by local laws, prisoners, and

illegal laborers.

◆Suppliers can continuously monitor their production processes, actively improve and enhance the use efficiency of various

resources, reduce resource waste, and reduce the negative impact on the environment.

◆From upstream breeding, slaughter, to feather collection, the supplier must provide a series of review documents that can be used

to track and monitor the down product process.

Based on the Quarterly Business Review (QBR), unqualified suppliers are eliminated to reduce 

the number of existing suppliers . 

Sign the non-disclosure agreement and the supplier’s code of business conduct provided by 

Kwong Lung Enterprise . 

Approved Vendor List (AVL). 

 

 

Suppliers are evaluated quarterly and those with C/D/E evaluation levels are required to pro-

pose a corrective and preventive action report . 

System management and control: System management and control for unqualified suppliers. 

 

 

 

Through supplier management, we are able to ensure that our supplier meets government 

policies, non-disclosure agreements, supplier evaluation, and qualified supplier introduction 

mechanisms. Other than that, an annual review is conducted for the contract/Non-Disclosure 

Agreement (NDA) . 
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Suppliers’ Local procurement   

Kwong Lung's suppliers are essential partners in our operating system. In 2020, we worked with 

529 suppliers, with 53% primary suppliers and 47% secondary suppliers. The decrease in the number of 

suppliers compared to 2018 was due to our rigorous supplier evaluation system. For home textile busi-

ness department, the division of the suppliers is more precise; moreover, the symbiotic relationship 

between the upstream and downstream of the supply chain is more flexible. For the home textile busi-

ness local procurement and outsourcing accounted for 30%. For the apparel business department, 

most of the primary and secondary materials were designated by our customers. Therefore, the local 

procurement situation was relatively small. For down business department, the amount of local pro-

curement was about 5%. 
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Supplier evaluation 

Main raw material suppliers cooperating with Kwong Lung Enterprise must pass the supplier evaluation 

to ensure compliance with management requirements and cooperation quality. All main raw material suppli-

ers are evaluated on a quarterly basis in terms of cost, delivery time, quality, and technology. During the 

evaluation process, if we find that the supplier has the quality and delivery nonconformities, we require the 

supplier to immediately improve and provide relevant information or send professionals for on-site guidance. 

Since the evaluation standard for the main raw material supplier must be 80 or more, we terminated 

our cooperation with 6 suppliers due to nonconformities based on the raw material supplier evaluation re-

sult in 2020. 

Supplier audit system 

The Home Textiles Division of Kwong Lung Enterprise audits main raw material suppliers 

and schedules an audit plan. In 2020, a total of 18 main raw material suppliers were audited 

(with 9 new suppliers and 9 existing suppliers). However, affected by the epidemic in 2020, ac-

cess is restricted in most areas where there are fewer on-site audits and written audits were 

adopted instead. Among a total of 18 main suppliers receiving the audit, 11 failed to meet the 

standard, and 4 were eliminated from cooperation due to nonconformity after being given a peri-

od of time for improvement. On-site audit project includes quality system, green product system, 

ESH system, CSR management (labor human rights), etc. If any nonconformity occurs, root cause 

analysis will be carried out for the non-conforming project, and a long-term solution will be for-

mulated. 

3.5 External organization participation 

In order to continue to connect with the outside world and feel the pulse of the industry, we ac-

tively participate in relevant business associations, industry associations, and international organiza-

tions, so that we can communicate and learn with businesses of the same trade to build consensus, 

and establish a relationship of mutual assistance and cooperation to jointly promote industrial devel-

opment together. 

 

List of external organization participation 

Taiwan Feather Exporters’

Association

Importers & Exporters

Association of Taipei

Taiwan Garment Industry

Association

China Feather and Down

Industrial Association

Member of European Down &

Feather Association

Down & Feather Apparel

Products Labeling (JAPAN)

International Down and Feather

Bureau

Membership

Industry

28 



 

 

 

Labor unions are established for Kwong Lung Enterprise's factories in Vietnam and Mainland Chi-

na in accordance with local laws. All employees are admitted to the union, have the rights to collective 

bargaining, and elect their labor union representative who is responsible for safeguarding their legal 

and legitimate rights and interests. By comparison, there is currently no labor union for our factory in 

Taiwan. By holding regular meetings, the labor unions are able to understand the needs of our employ-

ees so that the employees' advice can be accepted and relevant information can be collected to main-

tain the legitimate rights and interests of employees for stable and harmonious labor relations. 

 

Kwong Lung Enterprise provides a safe working environment, creates a friendly workplace, fol-

lows UN ILO regulations, and strictly prohibits the employment of child labor under the legal minimum 

age for employment; 
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Achievement Rate 100%

Project Objective 2020

Non-discrimination No discrimination incident Achieve

Child labor No child labor Achieve

Forced labor No forced or compulsory labor Achieve

3.6 Social Responsibility  Management 

Human Rights Management 

During the induction training for new recruits, Kwong Lung Enterprise held a CSR seminar so that 

each employee can understand the company's fulfillment and effectiveness of corporate social respon-

sibility. 

Internally, we attach importance to the human rights of employees so that none of our employ-

ees are treated unfairly due to factors such as race, religion, skin color, nationality, gender, etc. (with 

relevant norms formulated in internal documents and methods such as "Employment Management 

Measures", "Work Rules" and "Sexual Harassment Prevention Measures"). Externally, we have also es-

tablished diversified and smooth communication channels, so that all stakeholders in various fields can 

effectively convey their ideas and opinions. 

 

Lawful employment 

Kwong Lung Enterprise's factories in Taiwan, Mainland China, and Vietnam follow local labor laws 

and meet CSR standards. The company’s internal measures and documents such as "Employment Man-

agement Measures" and "Sexual Harassment Prevention Measures" clearly declare the protection of 

employees’ human rights, including basic legal requirements, freedom of employment, humane treat-

ment, prohibition of improper discrimination & sexual harassment, and establishing a diverse and 

effective communication mechanism. Kwong Lung Enterprise explicitly prohibits the use of child labor, 

to ensure that no child labor under the legal minimum employment age is employed, to ensure the 

physical & mental health and safety of underage employees, and to prohibit assigning hazardous work. 



 

 

4 
Friendly 

Workplace 

4.1 Employee Structure and Distribution 

4.2 Employee Benefits 

4.3 Employee Cultivation 

4.4 Workplace Safety 

4.5 Industrial Relation 

4.6 Employee Care 
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4. Friendly Workplace 

4.1 Employee Structure and Distribution 

Distribution of Employment 

 Kwong Lung has been expanding and building factories overseas and now has more than 5267 

employees around the world. Each year, Kwong Lung implements an annual human resources plan. 

The human resources department uses multiple recruitment channels to publish job vacancies. Re-

cruitment procedures adhere to local laws and regulations and if there are any changes in labor condi-

tions, all employees will be notified in accordance with laws and regulations. In Taiwan, Kwong Lung 

provided jobs for persons with disabilities under the 'Protection of Rights and Interests of People with 

Disabilities.' Kwong Lung also cooperates with the universities and colleges to offer an internship pro-

gram, and we always welcome outstanding young students to join Kwong Lung. 

 Kwong Lung considers our employees to be our most important partners and hope that employ-

ees can grow together with the company. Kwong Lung safeguards employees' rights and has created a 

safe and healthy working environment. Kwong Lung always encourages our employees to speak up 

when there are any concerns and offer suggestions for improvement. From the perspective of long-

term development, Kwong Lung has designed a compensation policy, that provides a comprehensive 

welfare system. We hope that our employees can enjoy working at Kwong Lung and be proud of their 

contributions to the company as part of our team. 

Local Employment Status 

Excellent talent is the foundation for Kwong Lung to achieve our strategic goals and the driving 

force of sustainable development. We prefer to hire local management in our overseas factories to 

better serve our employees, strengthen the understanding of local needs and benefit the local econo-

my. This has also had a direct impact on being able to better retain local talent. Kwong Lung aims to 

maintain the diversity of the management team and enhance Kwong Lung's overseas human capital. 

 

In addition to promoting outstanding entry-level employees in the local area, Kwong Lung Enter-

prise also recruits management talents from various places through open and fair recruitment chan-

nels. At present, the proportion of local supervisors in Taiwan and the mainland is 100%, and the pro-

portion of local supervisors in Asia (excluding Taiwan and the mainland) is 90%; indicating that the 

company attaches great importance to the nurturing of local supervisors overseas. 

 

 

Note: The definition of local supervisors refers to the country to which they belong. 
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Area Taiwan Mainland China

Asia

(Taiwan & Mainland

China excluded)

Employees

(Number)
254 159 4,854

5,574 
4,969 

6,120 5,790 
4,946 

361 

399 

382 
317 

321 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Direct / Indirect Employment 

Direct Indirect

1,183 
111 

3,763 

210 

Direct Indirect

Direct / Indirect 

Employment

Male Female

5%3%

92%

Area Distribution

Taiwan

Mainland China

Asia

(Taiwan & Mainland China excluded)

4.6 Employee Care 
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Type of Employment 

Definition for regular & irregular: 

In Vietnam, labor contracts are signed in accordance with labor law. 

Employment is based on a fixed-term contract with a term ranging 

from 1 to 3 years and a maximum of two renewals, after which the 

expiration of the contract is regarded as irregular. 

There are temporary workers and training workers in Vietnam, and 

the working hours are the same as that of full-time employees. 

Regular employees in mainland China are required to sign an em-

ployment contract in accordance with the law. At most, the contract 

will be renewed 3 times for 3 years, after which the expiration of the 

contract is regarded as irregular. 

All employees in Taiwan are full-time employees. 

Human Structure 

At present, the main age of Kwong Lung Enterprise's human resource structure falls between 31 and 50 

years old, accounting for 64.95% of all employees.  

Employment 

Number and proportion of new employees (by Gender, Region, and Age) 

Number of New Employees in 2020   

Recruitment Rate in 2020(by Gender, Region, and Age) 

Calculation of annual recruitment rate: Cumulative value of the monthly attendance rate of newly-recruited ＝(Total 

number of newly-recruited from January to December)/(Total number of employees remaining at the end of each month 
from January to December/12)x100% 

Junior Staff (by Age) 

Junior Staff (by Gender) 

Junior Staff (by Area) 
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750 1,043 

1,293 

2,181 

Male Female

Full-time vs Part-time 

Ratio

Full-time Job Part-time Job

Gender Age Taiwan Mainland China

Asia (Taiwan &

Mainland China

excluded)

Total

30 and Under 10               467                                 477

31～50 6                 331                                 337

51 and Above 30                                     30

Subtotal 16               -                       828                                 844

30 and Under 9                 417                                 426

31～50 4                 142                                 146

51 and Above 1                                         1

Subtotal 13               560                       573          

Total 29               -                       1,388                    1,417       

Female

Male

Gender Age Taiwan
Mainland

China

Asia (Taiwan &

Mainland China

excluded)

Recruitment

Rate

30 and Under 3.8% 0.0% 8.0% 7.6%

31～50 2.3% 0.0% 5.7% 5.4%

51 and Above 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.5%

Subtotal 6.0% 0.0% 14.2% 13.4%

30 and Under 3.4% 0.0% 7.2% 6.8%

31～50 1.5% 0.0% 2.4% 2.3%

51 and Above 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Subtotal 4.9% 0.0% 9.6% 9.1%

Total 11% 0% 24% 23%

Female

Male

Age
Number of Junior

Staff

Percentage of

Junior Staff

30 and Under 903 64%

31～50 483 34%

51 and Above 31 2%

Total 1,417                        64%

Age Female Male Total

Total 844 573 1,417    

Percentage of Junior Staff 60% 40% 100%

Area
Percentage of

Junior Staff

Number of

Junior Staff

Taiwan 2%                     29

Mainland China 0%                      -

Total 100%                1,417

Asia (Taiwan & Mainland

China excluded)
98%                1,388
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Age Employees Male Female

30 and under 1,618 571 1,047

31~50 3,421 789 2,632

51 and above 228 71 157

Total 5,267 1,431 3,836



 

 

Turnover Rate (by Gender, Region, and Age) 

Number of Turnover in 2020 

 

Turnover Rate in 2020 

Calculation of annual turnover rate: Cumulative value of the monthly turnover rate of our employees ＝(Total number of 

employee turnover from January to December)/(Total number of employees remaining at the end of each month from 
January to December/12)x100% 

Resigned employees (by Age) 

 

Resigned employees (by Gender) 

 

Resigned employees (by Area) 
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Gender Age Taiwan Mainland China

Asia

(Taiwan &

Mainland China

excluded)

Total

30 and Under 7                 1                          605                                 613

31～50 19               11                        602                                 632

51 and Above 8                 11                        53                                     72

Subtotal 34               23                        1,260                           1,317

30 and Under 3                 397                                 400

31～50 7                 5                          254                                 266

51 and Above 5                 2                          3                                       10

Subtotal 15               7                          654                       676          

Total 49               30                        1,914                    1,993       

Female

Male

Gender Age Taiwan Mainland China

Asia (Taiwan &

Mainland China

excluded)

Turnover

Rate

30 and Under 2.6% 0.5% 10.4% 9.7%

31～50 7.2% 5.3% 10.3% 10.0%

51 and Above 3.0% 5.3% 0.9% 1.1%

Subtotal 12.8% 11.1% 21.7% 20.9%

30 and Under 1.1% 0.0% 6.8% 6.4%

31～50 2.6% 2.4% 4.4% 4.2%

51 and Above 1.9% 1.0% 0.1% 0.2%

Subtotal 5.7% 3.4% 11.2% 10.7%

Total 18% 15% 33% 32%

Female

Male

Age Employees Turnover Rate

30 and Under 1,013                        51%

31～50 898                           45%

51 and Above 82                             4%

Total 1,993                        100%

Age Female Male Total

Employees 1,317        676           1,993    

Turnover Rate 66% 34% 100%

Area
Turnover

Percentage
Total

Taiwan 2% 49                   

Mainland China 2% 30                   

Total 100% 1,993              

Asia (Taiwan & Mainland

China excluded)
96% 1,914              
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4.2 Employee Benefits 

Welfare System 

 Kwong Lung's wage policy is designed to attract outstanding talent. With exceptional employees, 

Kwong Lung has built a high-performance team, and shares profits with our employees. 

  Kwong Lung encourages employees to pursue innovation by providing high salaries. In addition, 

the Welfare Committee grants full-time employees comprehensive salary and benefits, such as holi-

day bonuses, employees' compensation, and subsidies. Compensation is based on employee's aca-

demic background, professional knowledge, experience, and personal performance. 

 In addition to complying with laws and regulations, the basic salaries for Kwong Lung were 1.2 

times higher than the average wages in Taiwan. In China and Vietnam, the starting salaries depend on 

local salary regulations; therefore, each factories' standard compensations are different. 

 Kwong Lung provides labor insurance, group insurance, maternity, and pension plan for all em-

ployees in Taiwan. Kwong Lung provides more competitive group insurance plans for expatriate col-

leagues, so that expatriate colleagues can work abroad without additional worries. In China and Vi-

etnam, Kwong Lung offers social insurance for employees. Moreover, Kwong Lung always provides 

extra paid annual leave for all employees.  

 In Taiwan, the “Kwong Lung Employee Welfare Committee” was established under the law with 

members from various departments. The staff members were elected according to the proportion of 

the number of departments. The Employee Welfare Committee holds various employee activities, 

company trips, and year-end dinners every year. 

Salary System 

In addition to complying with laws and regulations, the basic salaries for Kwong Lung were 1.2 times 

higher than the average wages in Taiwan. In China and Vietnam, the starting salaries depend on local sal-

ary regulations; therefore, each factories' standard compensations are different. 

Statistics on the average and median salary of full-time employees who are not in supervisory positions 

in Taiwan: 

Note: 

1. The definition of a full-time employee who is not in a supervisory position refers to one who holds any positions other than 
the supervisor. Please refer to the annual report for the supervisor's salary. 

2. The salary statistics of full-time employees who are not in supervisory positions include "regular payments" and "favorable 
payments". 

3. The principle of salary calculation is based on the employee's salary of the current year with the concept of accrued basic 
rights and responsibilities adopted. 

4. The relevant check instructions are detailed in this report "Salary Checklist for Full-time Employees Not Holding Supervisory 
Positions". 

Vacation System 

Kwong Lung has implemented exceptional leave measures for more than five years. For outstanding 

employees, Kwong Lung provides 3 to 7 days of exceptional leave and executive leave. Kwong Lung en-

courages employees to take a day off, emphasizing physical and mental health. 

Flexible Working Hours 

     Kwong Lung implemented flexible working hours since 2012, with flexible working hours from 7:30 to 

18:10. This allows colleagues to adjust working hours to balance family responsibilities and transporta-

tion needs. 

Work From Home 

   Besides flexible working hours, Kwong Lung also offers employees the opportunity to work from home. 

Employees can submit applications to work at home to support a better work/life balance. 

Maternity Benefits and Scholarships 

Kwong Lung provides maternity benefits and scholarships better than required by the government's 

regulations  . Kwong Lung offers flexible working hours, parental leave, breastfeeding rooms, and ESOP 

to help parents. Kwong Lung aims to support employees in taking care of children, their education, and 

pursuing family and work balance. Kwong Lung created a friendly environment with continuous support. 
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 Year 2020

(in Thousands)

 Year 2019

(YoY%)

 Year 2020

(in Thousands)

 Year 2019

(YoY%)

 Employees 291                        918                   8.4% 734                  8.9%

 Year

 Full-time

Employees (non-

management

position)

Mean Median
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Type Content

Year-end bonus: 2 months

Employee remuneration: based on profitability, personal duties & responsibilities, contribution, and performance evaluation

Salary adjustment system: data update every year

Subsidies (for marriage, childbirth, hospitalization, and bereavement)

Birthday cash gift

Festival cash gift (New Year, International Workers' Day, Dragon Boat Festival, and Mid-Autumn Festival)
Travel subsidy

Group insurance (life insurance, accident insurance, medical insurance, cancer insurance, etc.)

Regular free health check

Club activities

Company activities (year-end party, festive party, dinner party, etc.)

Special contract store

Childcare allowance (a monthly allowance of NT$3,000 per child for children under the age of 5, until the age of 5)

Scholarships for minors (if there are children from elementary school to high school in the family that meet the application

requirements for each semester, each child can apply for scholarships ranging from NT$3,000 to 6,000)

Employee share ownership trust (ESOT)

Employee stock options

Flexible working hours

Healthy fruit bar

Work from home

Merit leave (better than the laws and regulations)

Note:

1.For relevant benefits of contracted worker, please refer to the Practices Governing the Management of Contract Workers.

2.The benefit system of subsidiaries may differ slightly from those of Taiwan due to regional and cultural differences, but they

still enjoy a number of benefit programs.

Benefit

Bonus



 

 

Incentive Programs 

     Kwong Lung has adopted multiple programs, such as dividends, ESOP, and stock options. We en-

courage employees to also become shareholders which helps to align interests and retain talent 

while supporting the spirit of profit sharing. 

Employees' Seminars 

At Kwong Lung, employees are welcome to hold any course to share their ideas. We have had 

classes covering multiple fields, such as health care, life and leisure, investment and wealth manage-

ment, real estate, and financial markets. Through these events, our colleagues could enhance their 

knowledge and share their opinions. 

 

In addition, Kwong Lung Enterprise distributes bonuses based on the company’s operating con-
ditions and employees’ personal performance each year to reward employees for their contributions. 
The amount each employee receives will be determined based on their job title, contribution, and 
performance. 

Equal Pay 

The average salary difference ratio of male to female employees of each rank is calculated by gender 
as shown in the following table: 

Note: The salary ratios of men and women in mainland China and Vietnam are calculated based on gross national income 
(GNI) per capita 

 

Pension Plan 

  Kwong Lung provides a pension plan for every employee according to the regulations. In Taiwan, 

according to the Labor Standards Act and the Labor Pension Regulations, employees who joined 

Kwong Lung before June 30, 2005, were entitled to access the old pension system or new pension 

system. Under the the old pension system, a portion of worker's monthly wage is to be deposited in a 

pension reserve fund of Bank of Taiwan.. Moreover, Kwong Lung will review the reserve amount at 

the end of each year to ensure the amount is correct and sufficient to cover employees' rights   and 

benefits. 

     For the new pension plan, Kwong Lung paid 6% of the wages for every employee, and employees 

can choose their pension plan levels from 0% to 6%, and deposit the amounts in a personal pension 

account. 
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Male Female Male Female Male Female

Technician/Assistant 1.00             0.98             1.00             0.92             1.00             1.05             

Engineer/specialist 1.00             0.97             1.00             1.08             1.00             1.01             

Section Manager/ Manager 1.00             0.98             1.00             0.89             1.00             1.55             

AGM and Above 1.00             1.05             1.00             N/A N/A N/A

Mainland China Vietnam
Tiltes

Taiwan

 Area  Plan  Provision Ratio
 Employee

Involvement

 Old Pension Plan

 Company Pension

Account

 Employer: 3.18%

 New Pension Plan

 Personal Pension

Account

 Employer: 6%

 Employee: 0~6%

 Mainland China
 Pension

  (Employee account)

 Employer: 20%

 Employee: 8%
100%

 Vietnam
 Pension

  (Employee account)

 Employer: 21.5%

 Employee:

10.5%

100%

 Taiwan 100%
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In Taiwan, the government has devoted much attention to family policies. The policies are com-

mitted to helping parents balance work and family life. As a company deeply rooted in Taiwan, Kwong 

Lung hopes to better support our employees by promoting this plan. 

1. Maternity pensions: Kwong Lung provides employees with NT$3,000 for each child under five years old. 

2. Scholarships: Kwong Lung provides NT$3,000 to 6,000 for each child with good academic standing. 

Dividend 

Share 

Option 

Capital Increase 

employee stock 

option  

Employee Stock 

Ownership Trust Benefit 



 

 

4.3 Employee Cultivation  

Performance Appraisal System 

Kwong Lung employs a performance appraisal system to implement strategies and annual 

goals to strengthen organizational effectiveness. This applies to all full-time employees. The per-

formance metrics included are 'working behavior,' 'working goals,' 'self-evaluation,' and 'career 

planning.' Employees and their supervisors formulate their work goals. Every six months, employ-

ees need to provide a self-evaluation. 

Performance Management 

The performance evaluation results serve as a reference for human resource decisions such 

as employee compensation, salary advancement, and talent development. 

Through the performance appraisal system and appraisal policy, Kwong Lung Taiwan carries 

out performance management which is applicable to all regular employees of Kwong Lung, re-

gardless of gender, age, and position. In 2020, a total of 252 people participated in the annual 

performance appraisal. 

Number of employees who received regular performance appraisal in Taiwan in 2020 

Note: The targets receiving the performance appraisal are employees who arrived before December 31, 2020, whose pro-
bation period expired, and who passed the performance appraisal (excluding foreign workers and contract workers) 

Training and Development 

  Kwong Lung's sustainable operations relies on long-term talent learning and development. Our 

comprehensive training system helps employees to continue developing professional skills and abili-

ties required for their jobs. This not only enhances work performance but also promotes the compa-

ny's overall operations. From day one, Kwong Lung's colleagues always assist new employees in un-

derstanding the corporate culture, organization rules, service rules, management system, depart-

ment introduction, salary, benefits, and required professional skills. To smoothly adapt to the new 

environment and understand the business direction, Kwong Lung provides factory training and 

onboarding training. After entering the job, Kwong Lung provides specific job training, including job 

rotation, authorization, job agency, meetings, group activities, project participation, overseas train-

eeship, job guidance, and specific ability development. Kwong Lung regards the growth and cultiva-

tion of employees as an important issue. 

Professional Course Training 

  Kwong Lung provides external training resources and on-the-job training scholarships to encour-

age employees to continue training and to learn new knowledge. Kwong Lung aims to help employ-

ees enrich their insights and skills, improve work efficiency and quality and also connect employees' 

learning and growth with Kwong Lung's development goals. 

Table of Training Hours/Number of People 

2020  Average Hours of Education and Training in 2020 (By Title) 
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Titles

Gender Female Male Female Male Female Male

Non-management Positions 15,792.8  4,011.0     2,591.0     1,010.0     6.1             4.0             

Management Positions 3,069.0     1,062.0     447.0        122.0        6.9             8.7             

Hours Employees Average
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Beginning of the Term Annual performance goal setting

Review past and expected future performance

through the appraisal system, and set goals for the

next year.

Mid-term
Performance tracking and feedback

Performance coaching

Carry out performance tracking and feedback in

the mid-term and review the performance results.

For employees whose learning progress or

achievements fail to catch up, the supervisor

initiates an effective improvement plan in a timely

manner.

End of the Term
Performance tracking and feedback

Performance coaching

Based on the performance and related records of

the whole year, the assessment results of the whole

year are integrated. Supervisors need to use

effective and clear management tools to help

employees make continuous progress.

Sex Non-management position Management position

Number of people receiving

performance appraisal (female)
162 50

Number of people receiving

performance appraisal (male)
19 21

162

50

19

21

0 50 100 150 200

Non-management

position

Management

position

Number of people receiving performance appraisal (female)

Number of people receiving performance appraisal (male)



 

 

4.4 Workplace Safety 

Occupational Safety and Health Policy 

Attaching great importance to occupational safety and health in the workplace, Kwong Lung Enter-

prise develops accident notification and investigation procedures through continuous training and ac-

tivities, analyzes the root cause of the overall accident before taking appropriate preventive measures, 

establishes/promotes/carries out occupational safety and health system, provide safe and healthy 

working conditions, comply with occupational safety and health laws and related requirements, and 

eliminate hazards and reduce occupational safety and health risks. 

As the largest production base of Kwong Lung Enterprise in Vietnam, Bo Hsing Factory has passed 

ISO 45001 certification by a third-party independent certification agency. The management system co-

vers relevant employees who work under the control of the production lines applicable to Kwong Lung 

factories in Taiwan, China, and Vietnam, including 5,267 employees (accounting for 99.1%) and 50 non-

employee workers (accounting for 0.9%). After an external audit, the number of employees (1,748; 

98.9%) and non-employee workers (1.1%) in Bo Hsing Factory covers 100% of the company's produc-

tion scope. 

Concerned about the physical and mental health and safety of our employees, Kwong Lung Enter-

prise not only enforces laws and regulations, provides regular health checks that are superior to regula-

tions, but also raises our employees' safety awareness and carries out multiple healthcare. Labor 

health education and health service activities were organized 3 times a year for Kwong Lung Taiwan 

and twice a year for Kwong Lung Vietnam, covering 100% of the company’s employees. At the same 

time, a safe and healthy working environment is also established to prevent occupational disasters and 

diseases. 

In 2021, in response to COVID-19, we have cooperated with the epidemic prevention policy by car-

rying out the epidemic prevention action plan, keeping track of the epidemic situation and the health 

of our employees regularly, and providing the Kwong Lung Taiwan headquarters with flexible working 

hours. In total, about 72 people (63% of our employees) work from home. 

Disabling injury situation 

In 2020, Kwong Lung Enterprise employees around the world have no work-related deaths and 

statutory major occupational disasters. Due to the type of industry, most of the needlestick injuries are 

caused by sewing machine needles. After tracking and confirming, all of them are caused by non-

compliance with the standard operating procedures. After reviewing and taking corrective actions, the 

employees were required to follow the standard operating procedures. Moreover, we continue to raise 

our employees' awareness of identifying hazards in the factory and create a safe workplace culture so 

that every employee can work safely in a safe workplace. 

 

Occupational disaster statistics of Kwong Lung Enterprise in 2020 (unit: incident) 

In 2020, Kwong Lung Enterprise employees worldwide have no work-related deaths and statu-

tory major occupational disasters. Due to the type of industry, most of the needlestick injuries are 

caused by sewing machine needles.  

Excluding injuries on the way to and from work 

In addition to taking care of its own employees, Kwong Lung Enterprise also cares about the work 

safety of suppliers and pays attention to the safety and hygiene of facilities and equipment at all 

times. To enforce the work environment safety management policy, the building management sys-

tem is inspected and updated regularly. Relevant cooperating suppliers such as overseas interns from 

universities and colleges, and factory security guards, etc. have no incident of occupational injury. 

 

Statistics on the disabling injury 

Formula 

Disabling Frequency Rate (FR): number of disabling injuries x 1,000,000/ total hours worked (in million). 

Disabling Severity Rate (SR): number of work days lost x 1,000,000 / total hours worked (in million). 

«Excluding injuries on the way to and from work 

 

Occupational disaster statistics of Kwong Lung Enterprise contractors in 2020 (unit: incident) 
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Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Taiwan - 3 - 8.72 - 5 - 14.53 164,000 344,000

Mainland China - - - - - - - - 75,392 240,064

Asia

(Taiwan & Mainland China excluded)
18 84 6.45 9.61 54 82 19.36 9.38 2,789,424 8,743,680

Injury (Number of

People)

Number of

Workdays

Lost

 Disabling

Injury Severity

Rate (DISR)

Number of

Workdays LostArea

Disabling Injury

Frequency Rate

(DIFR)

Subject Male Female

 Disabling Injury Severity Rate (DISR) 0 0

Total accidents 0 0
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On-site Occupational Safety and Health Management 

In Taiwan, Kwong Lung conducts training on labor safety and health every year and regularly sends em-

ployees to participate in relevant labor safety training courses. For overseas factory workers, Kwong 

Lung also provides uniforms and adequate protective gear to protect their safety. 

To ensure the safety of personnel in the case of an accident, Kwong Lung follows the internal fire pro-

tection plan and established a self-defense fire training group. Kwong Lung has planned an emergency 

escape route, escape process promotion, and escape instructions. 

Kwong Lung also regularly sends workers to first aid courses. For fire safety projects, all factories also 

follow the local fire laws and regulations. Furthermore, the products and raw materials produced by 

the Kwong Lung had no health risks, and no employees suffered from any occupational diseases in 

2020. 

 

Environment Health Safety  

4.5 Industrial Relation 

Communication & Consultation 

  Kwong Lung has set up employee feedback mailboxes for each business department. Employees 

can comment on any topics through 'employee feedback mailboxes.' The human resources depart-

ment's supervisors will also conduct employee interviews periodically. Furthermore, the welfare 

committee holds meetings regularly every month to ensure employee rights are protected and pro-

moted. 

Kwong Lung Quarterly Reports 
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Labor-management meeting 

Electronic public notice 

Customer service mailbox – email 

 

 

 

Internal communication 

Voting, online discussion, and voting system 

Procedures for handling cases reported by employees 

 

 

 

Kwong Lung established the Environment 

Health Safety Committee (EHS Committee) to 

integrate company resources. The committee 

has helped to improve the safety of employees, 

down products, and the environment during the 

manufacturing process. 

In the EHS committee, labor representatives ac-

count for 55% of the total committee. The most 

senior manager of the factory manages the 

committee. Moreover, the managers of various 

departments must participate in the whole pro-

cess to discuss safety & health plans, education, 

training plans, measures to improve the working 

environment, hazard prevention management,  

auditing, contractor management, health pro-

motion, and implement prevention to reduce 

the incidence of occupational disasters. 
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Chemical management Emergency response and drill

◆Establish chemical inventory and perform risk

assessment.

◆Set up safety facilities and hazard signs.

◆Workplace control and inspection.

◆Education, training and certification.

◆Establish a factory emergency response team.

◆Establish communication, response, investigation, and

disaster recovery procedures.

Perform disaster drills regularly.

◆All employees are required to participate in the drill to

raise the awareness of disaster prevention.

 Safety management of machinery and equipment Protective gear management

◆Safety & risk assessment of machinery and

equipment.

◆Safety signs on the machine.

◆Safety and health inspection, examination, repair and

maintenance.

◆Education training and certification.

◆Configure protective gear on site and wear it at work.

◆Regular checks, inspections and updates to maintain

the function of the protective gear.



 

 

4.6 Employee Care 

Employee Rights 

  Kwong Lung is committed to protecting employee rights, and we do not allow any discrimination 

based on race, gender, age, political position, or religious belief. Kwong Lung has set up communica-

tion channels for employees to voice any discrimination or bias. 

  Kwong Lung strictly abides by labor laws & regulations and has never hired child laborers under 

the age of 15. All changes in labor conditions are subject to notification procedures under laws and 

regulations. In 2020, there was no employment of child labor in Kwong Lung's locations. 

In addition, to enable employees to participate and express business decision-making opinions, 

Kwong Lung launched the I-Voting system to encourage employees to conduct online discussions, 

participate with their ideas and vote on the Kwong Lung major decision-making. 

  Kwong Lung promotes our cores values of honesty and integrity and promotes the moral aware-

ness of employees through the promotion of integrity management. In 2020, there were no com-

plaints of ethical violations. 

Human Rights Management 

Kwong Lung enhanced local labor-related laws regarding human rights as part of our corporate 

social responsibility. Kwong Lung endorsed the 'appointment management methods' & 'sexual har-

assment prevention laws' to protect our employees. The human rights of employees include basic 

laws, freedom of employment, humane treatment, and prohibits improper discrimination and sexual 

harassment. Moreover, Kwong Lung established a diverse and effective disclosure mechanism. Kwong 

Lung prohibits any child labor and ensures the physical health and safety of employees. 

  Kwong Lung has established employee unions in China and Vietnam. All employees were regis-

tered and have the right to set up union representatives. The union representatives have the respon-

sibility to protect the rights and interests of all employees. There are currently no employee unions in 

Taiwan. The unions regularly hold meetings to understand the needs of employees to maintain the 

benefits of employees. 

Overseas subsidiaries system 

   Kwong Lung's overseas factories provide employees with better social insurance, pension sys-

tem, and leave programs compared to local government laws and regulations, guaranteed to all em-

ployees.  

Health Promotion and Management 

Employee Health Check 

 

Clinic Service 

 

Fire Drill 
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Parental Leave 

 Kwong Lung implemented the “Work Equality Act” and the “Childcare Retention Act” for em-

ployees who have worked for more than six months to apply for parental leave before the child 

reaches the age of three. At the end of the parental leave, Kwong Lung will arrange for employees to 

return to their original positions. 

Afternoon Tea Party 

   

Year-end Party 

Senior Staffs 

Merit Award 
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Parental Leave in 2019 and 2020 Total Male Female

Total Number of Employees Entitled to Parental Leave in 2020 28 17 11

Total Number of Employees on Parental Leave in 2020 0 0 0

Total Number of Employees Reinstated after Parental Leave in 2020 (Planned) 0 0 0

Total Number of Employees Reinstated after Parental Leave in 2020 (Actual) 0 0 0

Reinstatement Rate (Actual / Planned) 

 Total Number of Employees Reinstated after Parental Leave in 2019 (C) 0 0 0

 The Total Number of Employees still Working for Twelve Months after

Parental Leave in 2019 (D)
0 0 0

Retention Rate (D/C) N/A

N/A
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Promoting Work-life Balance of Employees 

 In Kwong Lung's office, we provide an employee rest area and fruit & coffee bar for the use of all 

employees. Kwong Lung hopes that employees can have an enjoyable working area. Every three 

months, Kwong Lung holds an afternoon tea for employees as we encourage employees to take a 

break during their work.  

 

 

Kwong Lung cares about the safety of every employee, and actively purchases protective equip-

ment for our employees. Kwong Lung also regularly holds lectures and training to improve personal 

protection. There is still considerable controversy as to whether or not down can be a source of avian 

influenza virus infection. Kwong Lung continues to prevent any spread of avian influenza by maintain-

ing our high safety and procedural standards and providing the best protection for our customers and 

employees. 
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  In Kwong Lung's factories, we have set up special disinfection equipment in accordance with the 

World Animal Health Organization's disinfection standards. All plants are regularly disinfected, and the 

frequency of disinfection increases during the rainy season. Kwong Lung strictly implements fumigation 

and disinfection supervised by government agencies and cooperates with epidemic prevention units. 

Remaining vigilant of the harmfulness of formaldehyde vapor, Kwong Lung has set up a storage place 

for chemicals and purchased exhaust equipment for workers' safety. 
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5 
Social  

Participation 

5.1 Social Care and Participation 

5.2 Industry-academia Cooperation 
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5. Social Participation  

5.1 Social Care and Participation 

Kwong Lung can only continue to prosper and grow through mutual cooperation with the communi-

ties and society we work in. It is important to Kwong Lung to help our community and maintain a 

close relationship between the enterprise and society. 

 

Social Responsibility Vision 

Kwong Lung believes in giving back to the community. As a member of the Apparel Association, 

Kwong Lung participates in educational activities and health-related public welfare activities every 

year. Kwong Lung has also had a long-term cooperation with the 1919 Food Bank and the Andrew 

Charity Association to donate food packages. Kwong Lung aims to help disadvantaged families, pro-

mote social welfare affairs, and promote sustainable development through regular donations. 

Social Welfare 

Kwong Lung Enterprise organizes volunteer days from time to time and volunteers for the An-

drew Charity Association. The association has 5,600 food boxes every month, which need to be dis-

tributed to 5,600 disadvantaged and needy families in Taiwan. Since the contents of the food boxes 

need to be packed manually, the employees use volunteer days to help out in the warehouse, so that 

these families can receive a surprise once a month without having to worry about going hungry. We 

provide full-paid volunteer days to encourage our employees to participate in volunteer activities. 

Vietnam Child Care Program  

  Kwong Lung's most extensive production base is located in Vietnam. Kwong Lung promoted 

many sponsor programs in Vietnam, such as the childcare system in Jinno Village, Daklon, and Dacron 

Aboriginal Children's Nutrition Improvement Program. These programs included: 

■ Provide lunches for children at school  

■ Provide soy milk every day  

■ Provide children's necessities and clothing  

■ Build a lunch kitchen for children  
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Subject Andrew Charity Association

Content
Preparatory works for packaging and delivery of food boxes for

disadvantaged and needy families

Result
§ Participants (persons-time): 28

§ Total volunteer hours: 84 hours

Impact

By packing food boxes, we help disadvantaged and needy families

so that they no longer have to worry about going hungry. By having

our employees participating in the volunteer activities, we make

the purpose of helping others even more meaningful.

2020 Kwong Lung Volunteer Day

District Cooperative Institution Receiver of the donation

New Taipei City Private Datong Nursery School,

Taiwan Fund for Children and Families

Early intervention for pre-school children with developmental delay

physically or mentally

Zhi-shan Foundation Taiwan: Relief to a local village

in Đa Krông District of Quảng Trị Province, Vietnam

Children nutrition improvement program for orphanage and aborigines

located in Đa Krông District

New Taipei City Bethel Holistic Care Association
Adopt urban aborigines children, new immigrant children and children of

low- and middle-income families

New Taipei City Bethel Holistic Care Association
Adopt urban aborigines children, new immigrant children and children of

low- and middle-income families

The Home of God’s Love
Children from 0 to 18 years old who are not suitable or incapable of being

raised by the original family

House of The Angels Kaohsiung
Placement and care for infants and children aged 0 to 2 who have lost their

dependency and whose families have experienced sudden changes

Harmony Home Foundation Taiwan Care for AIDS-infected persons and children of migrant workers

Chief Commissioner of Tỉnh Vĩnh Long
Funds for aid to victims affected by chemical agents during the Vietnam

War

Chief Commissioner of Tỉnh Vĩnh Long Homeland reconstruction after Central Vietnam Typhoon

Local village of Tỉnh Vĩnh Long Food subsidies for low-income families.

Orphanage of Tỉnh Vĩnh Long Living expense of the orphans.

Taiwan

Vietnam



 

 

  Through our efforts we helped to improve the school attendance rate of children in the service 

area (close to 100%) and reduce children's malnutrition from 56.5% to 17.7%. Since most of the chil-

dren spent all day in school, their parents could have more time to work and increase family income. 

 

 

Sponsoring 4 primary and secondary schools in Central Vietnam to build libraries 

From the principal’s mobile bookcase to a schoolbag for exchange, and then to a school’s read-

ing room, reading is the window to the world for poor children to fulfill their dreams. After the library 

is built, a total of 9,400 children were benefited. 

     

     

 

 

 

In addition, Kwong Lung Enterprise continues to sponsor domestic cardiac surgery research pro-

jects and develop R&D talents, contributing to the improvement of Taiwan's medical system. 
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All kids have a cup of soy milk everyday. 

With kitchen kids can have nutritious lunch at school. 

Daklong County, Quang Tri Province  

Kindergartens’ kids are having soy milk at school. 

Daklong County, Quang Tri Province  

Building new kitchen for Zhennuo Village  kindergarten 

 



 

 

Statistics on social welfare 

Since its establishment in 1966, Kwong Lung Enterprise has accumulated a lot of resources over 

the past 50+ years, whether in Taiwan or its main production base in Vietnam. While possessing 

these resources, there are still many disadvantaged groups who lack resources in other corners of 

society. As a result, we started devoting to social welfare while taking every step of the way to in-

spire more enterprises to take part in social welfare. 

 

Affected by the COVID-19, Kwong Lung Enterprise learned that many small donors of public wel-

fare organizations have withdrawn their funds due to the sudden drop in income. Despite all these, 

Kwong Lung Enterprise still spares no effort to participate in social welfare by increasing the number 

of food boxes and the accompanying education funds for disadvantaged students in remote areas. 

The donation-related expenses for the year were NT$5.49 million, an increase of 1.97 million 

from last year, accounting for about 0.0065% of the annual revenue. From 2014 to 2020, Kwong Lung 

Enterprise has donated a total of approximately NT$19.2 million, of which approximately 1,772 piec-

es of clothing were donated. 

5.2 Industry-academia Cooperation 

Industry Teacher Cooperation / Enterprise Visit 

5.1 Social Care and Participation 5.2 Industry-academia Cooperation 
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Donation amount in 2020

Region Amount (NTD)

Taiwan 5,449,000           

Vietnam 46,974                

Total 5,495,974           

2020 revenue Revenue ratio

8,498,697,000         0.065%

Type School Content Result

Enterprise visit
Fu Jen Catholic

University

Enter the enterprise, understand the production

process, and learn about the industry.
2 Sessions

Enterprise visit
Fu Jen Catholic

University

In-house senior executives of the enterprise were

invited as industry teachers to share industry

information and trends in the classroom

§ Functional sportswear - pattern design and

application

§ Casual sportswear - secret code to down and

feather

2 Sessions

Industry-academia collaboration in 2020



 

 

6 

Environmental 

Sustainability 

6.1 Environmental Concept & Verification 

Management 

6.2 Environmental Information 

6.3 Life Cycle Assessment & Greenhouse Gas 
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6. Environmental Sustainability 

6.1 Environmental Concept & Verification Management 

Green Production  

As environmental awareness is rising over the years, green production has become an interna-

tional trend. In response, Kwong Lung Enterprise takes green products as the goal, actively partici-

pates in a number of textile environmental protection certifications, and continuously carries out self

-examination the self-improvement. To achieve the goal of environmental sustainability, we put 

great value on eco-friendly raw materials, non-toxic, energy-saving manufacturing processes, and 

zero emissions of harmful substances. With the rising awareness of "Circular Economy in Textiles and 

Apparel" in recent years, Kwong Lung Enterprise keeps pace with the times by actively promoting the 

"recycled down and feathers projects" and acquiring certifications to become an important part of 

the "green supply chain".  

【Kwong Lung’s Production Diagram 】 

 

ISO 14001 Environmental Management System  

ISO 14001 is the international standard for designing and implementing an environmental man-

agement system. It provides the framework and guidelines to implement an effective environmental 

management system to assist companies in effectively using energy, reducing costs and continuously 

improving its environmental performance.  

 

ISO 50001 Certification - e nergy management system  

As the first down manufacturer in Taiwan to pass the energy management system certification, 

Kwong Lung Enterprise establishes energy baselines and energy performance indicators through the 

energy management system, so that energy assessment equipment can be taken into account. During 

the planning & operation period, Kwong Lung Enterprise regularly conducts energy consumption and 

efficiency measurements to achieve the goal of systematic energy management, improve energy effi-

ciency, reduce energy costs, and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

 

bluesign® standard for textiles 

The bluesign® standard can be regarded as synonymous with environmentally friendly, healthy, 

and safe textiles. Kuanglong is the first bluesign partner in the world to obtain bluesign certification. 

Under increasingly stringent regulations, we continue to improve the environmental protection and 

safety of factory production, while also updating and renewing certificates every 3 years. 

Starting from raw material, manufacturing process, emission, to final products, the bluesign part-

ner must meet the standard of the bluesign system. Generally speaking, the field inspection focuses 

on the following five points: 

1. Resource productivity: Improve energy efficiency, produce textiles with the lowest impact on the 

environment, and achieve ecological and economic goals. 

2. Consumer safety: Mandatory requirements for textiles that are harmless to health, and ensure 

that the manufacturing process complies with the principle of sustainability. 

3. Air emission: The production chain strictly abides by exhaust emission standards, reduces air 

pollution by optimizing energy use, and achieves the goal of improving climate change. 

4. Water emission: The production chain strictly abides by eco-friendly ingredients, optimizing pro-

duction, and wastewater treatment to achieve the goal of water cycle protection. 

5. Occupational health and safety: The production chain strictly abides by the norms that protect 

the health and safety of textile workers, detect weaknesses on the site, and carry out mandatory 

occupational safety measures. 
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Kwong Lung 
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&  
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products 
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&  
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DOWNPASS 

Certificate 

RDS Certificate 

GRS Certificate 

OEKO-TEX  Certificate Bluesign  Certificate 

ISO 14001 Certificate 

ISO 50001 Certificate 

Higg Index 

vFEM Certificate 



 

 

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 is one of the world's most well-known textile industry standards. The 

standard tests for harmful substances from our textile products. Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX® requests 

a high standard for air pollution, water disposal and noise pollution during the production. Moreover, 

the OEKO-TEX® team's inspection included harmful substances testing, such as formalin, pH, heavy 

metals, pesticides, preservatives, carcinogens, allergens, and organic chemicals; it also set limits for 

these harmful substances. 

 

Responsible Down Standard (RDS & DOWNPASS)  

In recent years, the marketing of the chemical fiber industry has often revolved around issues like 

forced feeding and live-plucking, causing the down industry to be criticized by animal protection groups 

for "inhumane feeding and live-plucking". By acquiring the Responsible Down Standard (RDS) and 

DOWNPASS certification, Kwong Lung Enterprise conducts a comprehensive evaluation on the supply 

chain of down raw materials. From the source to the final product, Kwong Lung Enterprise is com-

mitted to product flow, total balance calculation, certification, and traceability of raw materials based 

on qualification certificates and sales certificates. Whether it is finished products (such as down jackets 

and sleeping bags) or down transportation containers, all of them can be traced back to the source to 

ensure that water birds are raised humanely without live-plucking. 

As an international enterprise, Kwong Lung Enterprise spares no effort in promoting the certifica-

tion of various down material traceability systems. In 2019, through the certification conducted by the 

global leader in down textile product testing: International Down and Feather Testing Laboratory 

(IDFL), Kwong Lung Enterprise took a step further to acquire the J-TAS certificate of the JBA Traceability 

Audit Standard created by the Japan Bedding Goods Association. 

※ Responsible Down Standard (RDS) 

※ DOWNPASS requires the quality of feathers and down as well as animal welfare in accordance with the standards stipu-

lated in the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats. 

 

Global Recycle Standard 

In recent years, "Fast Fashion" trends have resulted in more obsolete clothing and second-hand 

clothing. Many fast fashion companies have promoted second-hand clothing recycling bins. Textiles' 

circular economy has gradually become an emerging development trend in the textile industry. In 

2018, Kwong Lung cooperated with the Textile Research Institute (TTRI) to develop a down recycling 

program and obtained the Global Recycle Standard (GRS) verification in 2019. The GRS standard is 

based on the principle of tracking the verified finished products and environmental and social re-

sponsibility related requirements. 

Factory sustainability measurement- Higg Index vFEM  

The Higg Index FEM was founded by Sustainable Apparel Coalition (SAC) to analyze and improve 

the factory's environmental performance; within seven major evaluation indicators: management sys-

tem, energy, water, wastewater, gas emissions, waste and chemicals. In 2018, Kwong Lung activated 

the FEM module and activated the vFEM inspection module. To obtain the certificate, a third-party or-

ganization must inspect the factory's environment and see improvements in its environmental indica-

tors. 
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5.     Fashion: Lightweight down jackets are the current trend globally. Kwong Lung developed colored 

down to provide fashion designers with more choices. In addition, Kwong Lung designed fra-

grance down; our exclusive processing technology passively releases a long-lasting fragrance 

scent. 

 

Taken from ducks, geese, and other waterfowls, down feather is a by-product of the livestock 

and slaughter industry. However, the down feather with thermal insulation function only accounts 

for 8-10% of a duck and goose’s plumage. The parts of the feather stems that are thicker and have 

poor applicability will become agricultural waste or be made into feather meal as feed additives. 

Based on the traditional industry, Kwong Lung Enterprise introduces the business philosophy of the 

technology industry. In addition to the development of functional down feather, Kwong Lung Enter-

prise is also actively engaged in the development of increasing the utilization rate of raw materials 

and reducing production waste. The component of down feathers is keratin, which is also a compo-

nent of human hair, nails, and outer skin with the function of protecting epithelial tissue cells. How-

ever, the hard structure of keratin close to keratinization is difficult to be used. Therefore Kwong 

Lung Enterprise has been committed to the development of exclusive patented hydrolysis technology 

for many years, decomposing keratin into small molecular structures that are easy to absorb and ap-

ply to hair care products to repair hair and reduce the production of hair scales. The patented tech-

nology converts 1 kilogram of down feathers into 400 grams of keratin, which not only increases the 

utilization rate of raw materials but also increases the added value of by-products. 

[Keratin hydrolysis reaction tank]  

 

Green Products  

In recent years, "eco-friendly textiles and functional clothing" have gradually been valued. As the 

warmest natural material at present, down feather is a relatively environmentally friendly material 

compared to chemical fiber cotton. However, chemical fiber products are ever-changing and new 

products are launched continuously. In order to enhance the competitiveness of down feather prod-

ucts, Kwong Lung Enterprise has invested a lot of resources in R&D to improve the shortcomings of 

down feather that are not breathable and waterproof through environmentally friendly manufactur-

ing processes, transforming down's role of thermo-insulation into a provider of functional clothing 

with both warmth and innovation. 

1.  Water repellent: Due to the increasing attention to environmental pollution caused by fluorine-

containing compounds, Kwong Lung has completely prohibited fluorine and develops no fluoride 

products. Kwong Lung's water-repellent down is anti-staining, the evaporate seed is two times 

faster than regular down; it can save 1/2 of the dry ing time and effectively reduce energy 

consumption. Taking 200g of down filling for each jacket as an example, the drying time of filling 

down is about 30 minutes. It can save 4.14 million joules of energy. 

Note: the power of dryer 4.6 kW; 

General down: 4.6 (kW)*0.5 (hr)*3.6 = 8.28 (million joules) 

Water-repellent down: 4.6 (kW)*0.25 (hr)*3.6 = 4.14 (million joules). 

2. Thermal insulation: Although down feather is already the most warmth-keeping filler, Kwong 

Lung Enterprise is still committed to developing and pushing the down feather’s thermal insula-

tion to perfection. Using natural and eco-friendly light and heat materials supplemented with 

unique processing technology, Kwong Lung Enterprise developed the Thermo- series down 

feather, which enables the down feather to quickly and actively return heat energy to increase 

the warmth (CLO value). Under the same thermal insulation, the down filling amount is reduced 

and the use of raw materials is reduced, not only changing the heavy image of down feather 

jackets but also creating down products that are "light, warm, stylish, and eco-friendly". 

3. Health: Since down feather is a natural protein fiber, excessive cleaning may cause the loss of 

natural oils and breakage of down fibers. Therefore, down feather products are not often 

cleaned. Through antibacterial processing, the growth of harmful microorganisms on the surface 

of the down feather is suppressed, which can prevent the down feather from deteriorating and 

produce a strange smell, prolong the service life of the product, reduce the replacement rate, 

and reduce the generation of textile waste. 

4.      Composite function: Composite functional textile products are current trends. Kwong Lung uti-

lized water repellent and heat storage features to develop composite functional products. Un-

der the severe conditions of low temperature and high humidity, the water repellent down pre-

vented the feathers from moistening and clumping; and maintained heat storage. It safeguards 

our customers with extreme protection against low temperature and in high humidity environ-

ments. 
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The R&D team also set up precise and precious instruments unique to the down industry: Scan-

ning electron microscope/Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), Gas Chromatography-Mass 

Spectrophotometer (GC/MS), Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV/VIS), Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR) so that the R&D of new product and testing/certification technology comple-

ment each other. 

 

The Kwong Lung (Zhong-Li) R&D and Logistics Center was initiated in July 2018 and is a certified 

"Qualified Green Building." Kwong Lung has established a low-carbon building with an energy-saving 

system. Kwong Lung has implemented policies and programs of a green enterprise, and works to 

maintain a sustainable environment. 

 

 

Management of hazardous substances  

Attaching great importance to product safety, Kwong Lung Enterprise meets the requirements 

of the bluesign. In the front-end down feather washing process, high biodegradability and low bio-

toxicity agents are selected to ensure that no harmful substances will remain in the down feather 

processing process. In the terminal end down feather finished products, the certification of OEKO-

Tex Standard 100 is also acquired to ensure that they do not contain prohibited chemical substances 

that are harmful to the human body. 

Established by Kwong Lung Enterprise internally, the high-standard laboratory has passed a 

number of international laboratory certifications and obtained IDFB and EDFA certificates. In addition 

to innovative research and development technology, excellent quality is also a major feature of 

Kwong Lung down feather. In recent years, Kwong Lung Enterprise has set up Total Quality Manage-

ment (TQM) to integrate and manage the quality control departments of Taiwan and overseas facto-

ries. A cross-departmental quality acceptance system is also set up, so that quality control and pro-

curement personnel cooperate with each other, to deeply understand the front-end processing pro-

cess of suppliers, to provide guidance and suggestions, and to provide Kwong Lung Enterprise with a 

better source of quality purchases. In addition, under the close cooperation of R&D and quality con-

trol teams, a number of testing technologies have also been developed. For example, in recent years, 

some unscrupulous companies have developed glue down that may be harmful to the human body 

in order to reduce costs. In response, the Kwong Lung team actively communicates with third-party 

inspection agencies and uses precision instruments such as microscopes and Fourier Transform Infra-

red Spectroscopy (FT-IR) to conduct inspections. A glue down testing SOP is also built in the factory 

for stricter quality control. 
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6.2 Environmental Information 

[Performance data is for the Zhongli factory in Taiwan, excluding the Vietnam and China factories] 

Raw materials 

The rise of the COVID-19 epidemic is undoubtedly a warning from the earth. With deep insight into 
the industry trend, Kwong Lung Enterprise adapts to local conditions and expands into an industrial eco-
system from the division of labor and integration of overseas bases to the global procurement layout. In 
addition to diversifying risks and reducing the impact of the epidemic, Kwong Lung Enterprise also reduc-
es unnecessary energy consumption and takes environmentally-friendly actions. Therefore, Kwong 
Lung's factory in Taiwan has made a strategic transformation, reducing the total output and switch to 
high-spec and exquisite products. As a development and technology center, Kwong Lung's products 
move from price to value-oriented products. In 2020, the total input of down feather raw materials is 
2748.6 metric tons, down feather packaging bags are 24.5 metric tons, and chemicals are 141.5 metric 
tons (the above investment is non-renewable). 

The down material is a natural and environmentally friendly filling material that is 100% recyclable, 
except for the packaging bags that have been shipped. If the down feather packaging bags in the factory 
are not damaged or dirty, the factory will recycle and reuse them, with a recycling rate of about 70%. 

Water resources 

The down feather industry’s demand for electricity is much lower than other textile businesses. 
However, the waterbird feathers are stained with dirt, blood, and other filths when they are collected 
from slaughterhouses or farms. Therefore, they must be washed many times before being manufactured 
into clean and hygienic products. As a result, the high water consumption process has become the most 
frequently criticized issue in the down feather industry. In recent years, Kwong Lung Enterprise has intro-
duced a technology industry management model and used a supplier management system to strictly se-
lect high-quality raw materials. High quality of purchase can reduce the amount of detergent used and 
reduce the impact on the environment. 

Kwong Lung's factory in Zhongli, Taiwan mainly uses groundwater and recycled water (surface wa-
ter, seawater, produced water, and third-party water excluded), all of which originate from non-water 
stress zones. Through the water right application, the daily water withdrawal and the monthly total wa-
ter withdrawal days shall be strictly implemented in accordance with the regulations of the Taoyuan City 
Government to avoid impact on the surrounding environment. According to the calculation of water 
withdrawal regulated by the government, the allowable total amount of water withdrawal per year is 
703,900 tons of water. The actual water consumption of Kwong Lung's factory in Zhongli, Taiwan is about 
247,000 tons in 2020, which is 142,000 tons less than last year. Kwong Lung Enterprise has actively ad-
justed its production equipment in recent years. In order to increase production capacity and reduce en-
ergy consumption, Kwong Lung Enterprise automatically switches the use of groundwater and recycled 
water at regular intervals. Due to customers’ special product quality requirements, the proportion of 
clean water used has also increased. Although the utilization rate of recycled water in 2020 has not 
reached the set standard of 65%, Kwong Lung Enterprise is still seeking a balance under the require-
ments of the manufacturing process and quality and is striving to maintain a utilization rate of more than 
50%. To achieve the efficient reuse of water resources in the future, Kwong Lung Enterprise will improve 
the water withdrawal efficiency of washing equipment and the manufacturing process to greatly reduce 
the use of fresh water and increase the use of recycled water. 

 ※ The non-recycled wastewater is treated by equipment, and the water quality reaches the discharge standard set by the 

government before it is discharged to the water body approved by the environmental protection unit. 

※ Assess water stress using "Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas" of World Resources Institute  

Unit : Million liters  

※ Total water consumption: total water withdrawal - total water discharged  

※ Total water used = total water withdrawal + total water recovered  

※ Water recovering ratio = total water recovered /total water used*100%  

Energy 

In the process of manufacturing down feathers in the factory, in addition to water resources, the 

electricity consumption during the boiler and manufacturing process is the main energy consumption. 

Therefore, how to improve production efficiency to save energy is extremely important. 

The relevant actions in 2020 are as follows: 

● Replacing heavy oil boilers with gas boilers: reducing energy costs and air pollution 

● Deep-water well maintenance and improvement plan: reduce energy costs and improve efficiency 

The comparison chart of electricity consumption and output value in the past three years is as follows: 
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Year Total water 
used 

Total water 
withdrawal 

Total water 
effluent 

Total water 
consumption 

Total water 
recovered 

Percentage of total 
water recovered 

2018 349.43 159.33 159.00 0.33 190.10 54.7% 

2019 389.00 171.20 171.00 0.20 217.80 56.0% 

2020 247.00 121.11 121.00 0.11 125.89 51.0% 
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Kwong Lung domestic water in Taiwan
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Production and energy consumption in Taiwan (2018~2020)

Total Electric Usage Total Energy Usage Total Production capacity



 

 

Comparison table of total energy consumption and unit output value  

Note: power consumption\oil consumption*conversion factor 

Note: Conversion factor, power factor: 1 kilowatt hour = 3.6 million joules; fuel oil: 9,600 kcal/L 

 

In September 2020, the heavy oil boiler was replaced by a gas boiler, and the energy consump-

tion in the fourth quarter of the three years was compared. After the gas boiler was installed in 2020, 

the heat energy consumption and heat flux density were significantly reduced. 

Effluents and Wastes 

The other main source of gas generated from the factory’s manufacturing process is the combus-

tion of the boiler’s hot fuel oil. The sulfide and nitrogen oxides produced by the combustion will have 

an impact on the environment. Committed to sustainable development and corporate social responsi-

bility, Kwong Lung Enterprise replaced the heavy oil boilers with natural gas boilers in September 

2020 in order to save energy and reduce the impact of air pollution on the environment. Therefore, 

the main gases (nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, and volatile organic gases) produced by combustion in 

2020 will be much lower than in previous years. Furthermore, sulfur and nitrogen compounds will not 

be produced in the future, achieving the goal of energy saving and carbon reduction. The information 

is as follows: 

  Unit : Emissions (KG) 

As Kwong Lung Enterprise's factory in Taiwan reduced its total output in 2020, and strictly con-

troled the quality of incoming goods, the waste water generated in the washing process is cleaner, so 

the amount of sludge is greatly reduced. In addition, Kwong Lung Enterprise has been actively sorting 

and recycling packaging materials ever since 2019. As a result, the amount of general business waste 

was greatly reduced in 2019, while the amount of industrial waste was increased slightly due to the 

refurbishment of the factory office in 2020. 

Unit: Tons 

※ waste collected by the recycling company where the amount of recycled waste is not separately counted. 
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Year  2018 2019 2020 Unit 

Total Electric Usage  11,329,560 10,443,960 8,215,920 Million Joules/Year  

Total Energy Usage  9,695,163 8,455,024 4,046,180 Million Joules/Year  

Electric Usage per 

KG of Down  

2.3 2.4  3.0 Million Joules/ Kilogram of 

Down 

Energy Usage per 

KG of Down  

2.1 1.9  1.5 Million Joules/ Kilogram of 

Down 

Year Nitrogen Oxides  Sulfur oxides  Volatile Organic Gas  

2018 1,515.50 2,185.0 1,969.76 

2019 1,383.80 1,995.0 1,501.20 

2020 593.00 855.00 1,012.90 

  2018 2019 2020 Processing Method  

Waste Residue  0.48 0.19 0 Incineration  

Sludge  113.63 159.31 84.51 Incineration  

General Waste  79.37 42.95 51.52 Incineration & Recycle  

Total  193.48 202.45 136.03  

The same period of three years_Comparison of the 
fourth quarter 

Unit; million joules 

 2018 Q4 2019 Q4 2020 Q4 

Total output 1,091,897 829,115 608,130 

Total power consumption 2,862,720 2,527,200 1,748,520 

Total heat energy consumption 3,665,182 1,676,947 162,145 

Power consumption intensity 2.62 3.05 2.88 

Heat energy intensity 3.36 2.02 0.27 
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Implement the Recycling Action as Shown Below 

 

 

Environmental Accounting_Equipment Improvement 

With the production and management model of the technology industry, in addition to the es-

tablishment of a research and development department in 2010 to develop functional products, 

Kwong Lung Enterprise also invested a lot of money in optimizing production processes and improv-

ing equipment over the years to achieve equipment automation and energy-saving processes. "Total 

Production Innovation" was also introduced, using electronic management to improve cost and effi-

ciency issues from multiple aspects of manufacturing, raw materials, and energy consumption. The 

details are as follows: 

         Unit: NT dollars 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3 Life Cycle Assessment & Greenhouse Gas  

Life Cycle Assessment 

 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) evaluates waste of a product throughout its lifecycle from raw mate-

rial acquisition, manufacturing, distribution, sales, waste disposal and recycling. LCA evaluates the 

overall potential impact to the environment. 

 The International Down Industry Trade Association (IDFB) conducted a life cycle assessment 

(LCA) of down filling materials to understand the environmental impact of down and compare it with 

human-made fibres. The results showed that the impact of down materials was 85%-97% less com-

pared to polyester fibres. The environmental impacts of down filling are much lower than human-

made fibre. 

※ sources ： Long Trail Sustainability & IDFB  
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Categories  2018 2019 2020 

Production Equipment Expenses  781,504 603,186 714,161 

Wastewater Equipment Expenses  294,258 174,758 148,650 

R&D Equipment Expenses  492,307 970,500 550,102 

Environmental and Safety Expenses  550,003 593,610 487,050 

Total 2,118,072 2,342,054 1,899,963 
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Production Equipment 
Expenses 

33%

Wastewater Equipment 
Expenses 

10%
R&D Equipment 

Expenses 
32%

Environmental and 
Safety Expenses 

25%

EXPENDITURES INVEST IN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT FROM 2018 TO 2020 



 

 

Greenhouse Gas Index  

Since the heavy oil boiler has been replaced with natural gas boilers in September 2020, there 

has been a slight overlap in the transition process. Therefore, the carbon emission per kilogram of 

down feather products produced is 0.55 kgCO2e, which is slightly higher than the 0.51 kgCO2e in 

2019. As all natural gas boilers will be installed and heavy oil will no longer be in use in 2021, it is ex-

pected that the carbon emission per kilogram will drop below 0.50 kgCO2e. In response to the rising 

awareness of global environmental protection and requirements for low carbon emissions, Kwong 

Lung Enterprise combines the advantages of low carbon emissions with the development of new 

green manufacturing processes. From the collection of down feather raw materials to the production 

of down feather products that are user-friendly and eco-friendly, our products have become the first 

choice for thermal insulation materials in the future. 

Note: The greenhouse gas index is a self-declaration. The source was from the Environmental Protection Agency 
[Greenhouse Gas Emissions Factor Management Table 6.0.4 (June 2020)]. In 2019, emission coefficient (0.509 CO2e/
degree) referred to the annual value published by the Energy Bureau. The GWP value was based on the IPCC Fifth Assess-
ment Report (2013) 

※ Calculated of greenhouse gases were under control method 

Electricity Carbon Emission Factor (2018-2020)： 

2018 uses 2017 Electricity Carbon Emission Factor (0.554 CO2e/ degree) 

2019 uses 2018 Electricity Carbon Emission Factor (0.533 CO2e/ degree) 

2020 uses 2019 Electricity Carbon Emission Factor (0.509 CO2e/ degree) 

In 2020, the electricity consumption of Kwong Lung factory in Taiwan generated 1162 metric 

tons of CO2e/year (Scope 2), which is equivalent to about 0.42 metric tons of carbon emissions per 

metric ton of down feather produced. On the other hand, the total carbon emissions produced by 

fossil fuel thermal energy is 363.41 metric tons of CO2e/year (Scope 1), which is equivalent to about 

0.13 metric tons of carbon emissions per metric ton of down feather products produced. 

During production, not only greenhouse gases are being released but also other harmful gases. 

For example, N2O emissions are 300 times larger than carbon dioxide emissions; it could reach the 

atmosphere and destroy the stratospheric ozone layer. For synthetic fibers, the production process 

requires considerable energy. A study conducted by the Stockholm Environment Institute on behalf 

of the Bioregion Development Group pointed out that the energy used to produce 1 ton of synthetic 

fibers was much higher than natural fibers. 

However, compared to other natural or synthetic fibers, down has the advantages of lower 

greenhouse gas emissions. Since down is a waste product of animal husbandry, Kwong Lung's acqui-

sition of down raw materials from the global waterfowl livestock industry increased farmers' income 

and reduced the burden on the environment. 

A study conducted by New Zealand Wool Association pointed out that the total energy used to 

produce natural fibers was less than synthetic fibers and that the energy consumption of down mate-

rials was much lower than synthetic fibers, cotton or wool. (details are shown below) 

Kwong Lung adopted local production strategies. Kwong Lung established production bases 

in Kun-Shan, Zhong-Li, Me-Kong. Leveraging geographical advantages, transportation costs were 

reduced. The production technology and quality of the three factories were harmonized to pro-

vide the same high-quality down products. The client can specify the production area according 

to its product production plan. 
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Year 2018 2019 2020 Units 

Total Carbon Emissions  2492.89 2199.75 1525.05 [Tons CO2e/year]  

Total Carbon Emissions  0.58 0.51 0.55 [Tons CO2e/ per kg of down]  
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7 
Appendix 

7.1 Global Reporting Initiative  

7.2 Independent Assurance Opinion Statement  

7.3 Salary Information Checklist for non-

executive full-time employees 
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GRI 102 ： General Disclousre 2016  
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7.1 Global Reporting Initiative  7.2 Independent Assurance Opinion Statement  

Table of Contents 

General Disclosure

GRI Guidelines Section
Page

number(s)

Reason for Omission/

Explanation

102-1 Name of the organization 1 6

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 1 6
No products and services that

are banned in certain markets

102-3 Location of headquarters 1 6

102-4 Location of operations 1 6

102-5 Ownership and legal form 1 6

102-6 Markets served 1 6

102-7 Scale of the organization 2 12

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 4 29

102-9 Supply chain 3.4 27

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain  No significant changes

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 2.3 17

102-12 External initiatives 6.1 46

102-13 Membership of associations 3.5 28

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker Report to Stakeholders

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities
Report to Stakeholders

2.3
17

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 2.5 20

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 2.5 20

102-18 Governance structure 2.1 13

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 3.2 23

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 4.2 33

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 3.1 22

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 3.1 22

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 3.2 23

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 2.2 16

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 3.2 23

102-47 List of material topics 3.2 23

102-48 Restatements of information Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2 No restatements

102-49 Changes in reporting 3.2 23

102-50 Reporting period Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2

102-51 Date of most recent report Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2

102-52 Reporting cycle Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards Introduction to Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2

102-55 GRI Content Index Appendix 7.1 55

102-56 External assurance Appendix 7.2 57

Organizational Profile

Disclosure Item

GRI 102：

一般揭露2016

Strategy

Ethics and integrity

Governance

Stakeholder engagement

Reporting Practice
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7.1 Global Reporting Initiative  7.2 Independent Assurance Opinion Statement  

Table of Contents 

Specific Topics

GRI Guidelines Section Page number(s)
Reason for

Omission/Explanation

103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its

Boundary
3.2 23

103-2
The management approach and its

components
2.2/4.2 16/33

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 2.2 16

201-1
Direct economic value generated and

distributed
2.2 16

201-3
Defined benefit plan obligations and other

retirement plans
4.2 33

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/5 23/41

103-2
The management approach and its

components
5 41

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 5 41

GRI 203：

Indirect Economic

Impacts 2016

203-1
Infrastructure investments and services

supported
5 41

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/6.1 23/46

103-2
The management approach and its

components
6 45

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 6 45

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume 6 45

301-2 Recycled input materials used 6 45

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/6.1 23/46

103-2
The management approach and its

components
6.1/6.2 46/50

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 6.1/6.2 46/50

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 6.1/6.2 46/50

302-3 Energy intensity 6.1/6.2 46/50

103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its

Boundary
3.2/6.1 23/46

103-2
The management approach and its

components
6.1 46

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 6.1 46

Material Topics

Topic-specific disclosures

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 201：

Economic Performance

2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

*Indirect Economic Impacts

*Economic Performance

*Energy

*Materials

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

*Water

GRI 301：

Materials 2016

GRI 302：

Energy 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/6.2 23/50

103-2
The management approach and its

components
6.2/6.3 50/52

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 6.2 50

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 6.2 50

305-7 NOx, SOx and other significant air emissions 6.3 52

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/6.2 23/50

103-2
The management approach and its

components
6.2 50

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 6.2 50

GRI 306：

Effluents and Waste

2016

306-1 Water discharge by quality and destination 6.2 50

*Effluents and Waste 306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 6.2 50

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

*Emissions

*Effluents and Waste

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 305：

Emissions 2016

GRI Guidelines Section Page number(s)
Reason for

Omission/Explanation

Material Topics

Topic-specific disclosures

GRI 103 ： Specific Topics  2016 

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/6.1 23/46

103-2
The management approach and its

components
6.1 46

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 6.1 46

GRI 307：

Environmental

Compliance 2016

307-1
Non-compliance with environmental laws and

regulations
6.2 50

In 2020, the Company

did not receive penalties

for any violation of

environmental laws and

regulations.

*Environmental Compliance

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/3.4 23/27

103-2
The management approach and its

components
3.4 27

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 3.4 27

GRI 308：

Supplier Environmental

Assessment 2016

308-1
New suppliers that were screened using

environmental criteria
3.4 27

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/4.2 23/33

103-2
The management approach and its

components
4.2 33

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 4.2 33

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 4.1 30

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that

are not provided to temporary or part-time

employees

4.2 33

401-3 Parental leave 4.2 33

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/4.2 23/33

103-2
The management approach and its

components
4.2 33

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 4.2 33

GRI 402：

Labor/Management

Relations 2016

402-1
Minimum notice periods regarding

operational changes
4.2 33

Major operations of the

company's

change notifications are

based on

Local laws and regulations

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/4.4 23/36

103-2
The management approach and its

components
4.4 36

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 4.4 36

*Supplier Environmental Assessment

GRI 401：

Employment 2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

*Employment

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

*Labor/Management Relations

*Occupational Health and Safety

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.2/4.3 23/35

103-2
The management approach and its

components
4.3 35

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 4.3 35

404-1
Average hours of training per year per

employee
4.3 35

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews4.3 35

103-1
Explanation of the material topic and its

Boundary
3.2/3.4 23/27

103-2
The management approach and its

components
3.4 27

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 3.4 27

GRI 414：

Supplier Social

Assessment 2016

414-1
New suppliers that were screened using social

criteria
3.4 27

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 3.4/2.2/2.5 27/16/20

103-2
The management approach and its

components
2.2/2.5 16/20

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 2.5 20

GRI 419：

Socioeconomic

Compliance 2016

419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in

the social

and economic area

2.5 20

* Supplier Social Assessment

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

*Training and Education

GRI 404：

Training and Education

2016

* Socioeconomic Compliance

GRI 103：

Management Approach

2016

* Other Specific Topics GRI 103 Management Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 3.1 22

103-2 The management approach and its components 3.1 22

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 3.1 22

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 2.3 17

103-2 The management approach and its components 2.3 17

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 2.3 17

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 2.1 13

103-2 The management approach and its components 2.1 13

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 2.1 13

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 3.1 22

103-2 The management approach and its components 3.1 22

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 3.1 22

Sustainable

development strategy

Risk Management

code of conduct

Stakeholder

communication
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